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This thesis provides a social-bioarchaeological analysis of the Old Mennonite Cemetery
(1852-1896) in Berne, Indiana, with emphasis on treatment of child burials as a reflection
of Mennonite identity and beliefs. Social bioarchaeology combines the methods of both
social archaeology and bioarchaeology. When applied to the study of children in a
mortuary context, social bioarchaeology allows determination of cultural age categories
and a fuller understanding of childhood. In this study, various forms of historical
documentation were utilized to provide a social context for analysis of the cemetery.
These materials revealed a collective religious identity based on practices pertaining to
children, most specifically in the correlation of baptism with transition to adulthood.
Osteological analysis in the cemetery suggests that the spatial distribution of non-adult
burials was influenced by Mennonite cultural age categories, rather than solely by
biological age. However, this contrast is only observable and explicable when both social
archaeology and bioarchaeology are used. This thesis contributes to scholarship in
historical archaeology on three levels. First, it draws upon multiple lines of evidence,
including the bioarchaeological record, historical documentation, and statistical analysis,
to reconstruct nineteenth-century Mennonite child burial practices. Second, it offers a

	
  
model for studying historical burial practices through the combined analytical tools of
social bioarchaeology, childhood archaeology, and the archaeology of identity. Finally, it
contributes to the emerging field of the social bioarchaeology of children by
demonstrating the effectiveness of applying both biological and social analysis in a
mortuary context, proving the necessity for analysis of cultural age categories in an
excavated historic cemetery.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

“Whoever welcomes a little child in my name welcomes me” (Matthew 18:5)

Problem Statement and Significance
This thesis analyzes a Mennonite cemetery, specifically the mortuary remains of
the children, also known as sub-adults or non-adults, to observe whether or not
Mennonite child burials reflect Mennonite society and religion. The main goal of this
thesis is to combine the approaches of bioarchaeological analysis of childhood and the
social archaeological approach of childhood within social bioarchaeology. The
biological approach to studying children in archaeology has been criticized for the lack of
incorporating childhood theory into research designs, which requires the identification
and use of social age categories in bioarchaeological analysis (Halcrow and Tayles 2008).
Debates within the archaeological and biological professional communities over the
practical and theoretical issues regarding the analysis of children in social bioarchaeology
are currently ongoing. This thesis contributes to this discussion by providing an example
of how social bioarchaeology can be applied to the study of children in a historic
cemetery. Emphasis will be placed upon how these children were buried, with the focus
on not why they died, but how they were treated as a reflection of Mennonite culture.
The problem that exists within the archaeological record is the lack of information
on Mennonite burial practices pertaining to children and the lack of data associated with

	
  
	
  
known excavated Mennonite cemeteries. Both scholars and literature demonstrate that
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children have been “neglected” by archaeological research until recently (Baxter 2005,
Derevenski 2000, Perry 2006, and Lewis 2007). This particular research will contribute
to the understanding of children in mid 19th century Mennonite religion and culture and
how the application of studying burials and mortuary analysis of non-adults can
contribute to the ever growing sub-field of childhood archaeology and its literature.
Bioarchaeology is suited for “studying social identity; gender, age, social, and
socio-economic status, ethnic affiliation, and religion, as well as their associated roles
and behavioral expectations” (Agarwal and Glencross 2011:27). Biological
anthropologists and bioarchaeologists can assess physical biological ages within age
categories based on biological markers. These biological age categories can provide
information on skeletal samples when combined with the cultural determinants of age
categories and how concepts of age are culturally determined. “Bioarchaeologists already
incorporate information on the cultural context of children’s roles and activities in the
interpretation of health and mortality data, but some are also looking at developing a
more integrated biological and social picture of childhood and age” (Halcrow and Tayles
2008:205). However, little is being done to identify transitions in social age through the
analysis of burial rituals (Gowland 2002). This thesis provides a successful example of
how both approaches can contribute to the understanding of childhood from the mortuary
context.
The cemetery that is the focus of this research is the Old Berne Mennonite
Cemetery located in Berne, Indiana. Berne is located in Adams County in northeastern

	
  
	
  
Indiana, approximately 35 miles south of Ft. Wayne and about 110 miles northeast of
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Indianapolis. The site is located in downtown Berne at the intersection of SR218 and US
27. This cemetery was excavated as part of a relocation and removal project in response
to proposed widening of the previously mentioned roads in compliance with Section 106.
The Indiana Department of Transportation with Federal Highway Administration funds
coordinated the project with AMEC Earth and Environmental, Inc. to develop and carry
out excavations that took place during the winter months of 2009 and 2010 (Smith 2011).
This thesis provides an in-depth description of excavation techniques and
methodology, as well as burial data and biological analysis. It also provides examples of
how archaeologists can use mixed methods and multiple lines of evidence to analyze an
archaeological site, in this case the Old Berne Mennonite Cemetery. The multiple lines of
evidence utilized within this thesis include the archaeological record, various forms of
historical documentation, and statistical analysis. These sources are combined via the
methods of social bioarchaeology, childhood social theory, and the anthropology of
identity.
Because “social meanings of infancy and childhood are different across cultures”
(Halcrow and Tayles 2008:201), it was necessary within the framework of this thesis to
determine the social meaning of childhood among nineteenth century Mennonites. The
research first addressed whether it is possible to observe a collective religious Mennonite
identity as reflected in the use of material culture and secondly, attempted to identify
children’s identities as marked by societal beliefs and values. The overall purpose is to
contribute to the understanding of what it meant to be a Mennonite child during the mid
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th
to late 19 century in Berne, Indiana and how Mennonites viewed children, to ultimately
see if Mennonite identity is reflected in how children were buried.
This thesis will answer certain questions. These questions will include:

1) What knowledge can be gained about the lives of children from Berne, Indiana, based
on the analysis of their burials and/or remains through the approaches of childhood social
theory, social archaeology, and the bioarchaeology of children?
2) Are there any variations among the child burials, between the children and adults, or
between Mennonite versus non-Mennonite cemeteries?
3) Can the time of previous exhumation or non-exhumations provide insight into societal
importance?
4) What information can be gained through historical documentation of children buried at
Berne? Does historical documentation corroborate or discount notions of children in mid
19th century Mennonite communities or their burial practices?
5) What cultural differences exist between adults and children? Are child burials more
elaborate than adult burials and if so, then why? Is this evident within a temporal marker,
such as the arrival of the railroad and increased access to outside goods?
Thesis Organization
The sub-field of childhood archaeology is ever growing, and recently published
studies provide examples of how children can provide information on culture and human
behavior. Chapter Two consists of a literature review of how children have been studied
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in archaeology, specifically within a mortuary context. In addition, it provides a literary
of childhood archaeology using a bioarchaeological approach while incorporating social
childhood theory into mortuary studies of children. As will be further discussed, a
growing interest in children and childhood in archaeological studies is observable, with
the social perspective being the dominant approach (Halcrow and Tayles 2008).
Chapter Three provides the cultural context of the site using multiple lines of
evidence to reconstruct nineteenth-century Mennonite identity and Mennonite childhood.
Within this chapter, an overview of the history of Mennonite Religion will be provided,
as well as an examination of how religion structures identity. This portion of the thesis
will further discuss how to identify children’s identities as marked by societal beliefs and
values. Historical material culture discussed in this chapter includes, the Bible, baptism
certificates, photography, and diary entries. Other types of sources available to historical
archaeologists that will be discussed here include oral history, the use of language, and
personal communication with town locals. Literature on Mennonite childhood is limited;
therefore the goal of this chapter will be to provide information on the subject of children,
in addition to providing a body of evidence for addressing questions concerning the
burial practices of children.
Chapter Four provides a historical and archaeological context for this thesis. A
background on the historical context of the Old Berne Cemetery is provided, as well as an
overview of the history of the churches associated with the cemetery in order to
understand how the cemetery was used and affected by the location of the church and its
structural improvements. An overview of the history of previous exhumations is

	
  
	
  
exhibited through newspaper articles discussing a series of events that resulted in the
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cemetery’s abandonment and removal. By understanding how the cemetery was
previously exhumed, the archaeological record can be better understood.
How the community of Berne, Indiana, has historically viewed the term “child” or
the concepts of childhood will be defined and further explored through historical
documentation. Historical documentation will also be utilized to provide information on
the church structure and religion in the form of newspaper articles, court documents,
photos, and other sources. These sources will be used to determine if historical
documentation illustrates the way children were treated during burial rituals or behavior
and whether or not that corresponds to the physical evidence retrieved during
archaeological excavations of the Old Berne Mennonite Cemetery.
Chapter Five describes the data and methods utilized in this thesis. Within this
chapter, the archaeological data are discussed. AMEC Earth and Environmental and the
Indiana Department of Transportation provided access to these data. The data consist of
field records and other field documentation, excavation photographs, the artifact
catalogue, preliminary osteological analysis, and personal communication with AMEC
employees. It is important to note that the artifact analysis and report writing associated
with this project were still in progress at the completion of this thesis and, therefore,
analysis for this thesis is based on an interpretation of preliminary, unpublished data.
Statistical analysis is used as a method of analysis for burial attributes.
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Chapter Six provides the results from the statistical analysis conducted on the data

and Chapter Seven provides a discussion of these results. An interpretation of the results
is provided, along with conclusions that can be drawn from the thesis project as a whole.

	
  

	
  
Chapter 2
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Literature Review
Childhood Archaeology
The subject of children and childhood within archaeological research has gone
from the “stage of being exotic to becoming an academic field of its own” (Lillehammer
2010:21). The purpose of this literature review is to grasp not only how archaeologists
are studying children within the mortuary context, but within the field of archaeology as a
whole. This literature review, though it is brief, will also provide a context for the
theoretical framework of focusing on children within this thesis.
Acknowledging children is important for two main reasons: one being that
children make up a portion of any society studied in the archaeological record and, two,
being that children one day become the adults in society. “Childhood is a prolonged
period of dependence during which children mature physically and acquire the cultural
knowledge necessary to become accepted members of society” (Baxter 2005:1). The
definition of “child” varies considerably among cultures, and members of each culture
hold a unique set of expectations for the roles and behaviors deemed appropriate during
childhood. No matter what time period is examined, “childhood is more than a biological
age, but a series of social and cultural events and experiences that make up a child’s life”
(Lewis 2007:4). It is important for scholars within any field not to impose their own
views of childhood onto past societies (Rothschild 2002).
A focus on children within archaeological studies has become widely accepted
among scholars (Scott 1999, Sofaer 2000). There are many avenues by which one can
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observe a child’s impact on the archaeological record. Children actively participated in
creating and altering the archaeological record alongside adults (Baxter 2005, Wilkie
2000, Sofaer 1994, 2000, 2006; Hogberg 1999, 2001; Kamp 2001). Various works have
been published on the study of children and childhood (Dommasnes 2008, Crawford and
Lewis 2008; Baxter 2005; Lillehammer 1989, 2002, 2005, 2010). However, children and
childhood have been neglected in archaeological interpretations until recently. An
increase in awareness that evidence of children can be observed archaeologically is clear
in recent literature (Lillehammer, 1989, 2000, 2010; Crawford and Lewis, 2008;
Crawford and Shepard 2007; Callow, 2006; Kamp 2001,2002; Baxter, 2005; Derevenski
1994, 1997, 2000; Finlay, 1997; Roveland, 2000; Perry, 2006; Lewis, 2007; Palwletta
2004; Halcrow and Tayles, 2008).
History of Childhood
In the 1960s, Philip Aries published Centuries of Childhood: A Social History of
Family Life (1962). Aries argued that the “premodern world lacked a notion of childhood
as a separate phase in human life and in effect made no distinction between childhood
and adulthood” (Cohen 2007:6). Prior to this concept, it was thought that parents were
detached and unsympathetic towards children by expecting them to behave as miniature
adults. Aries attributed this coping mechanism to the threat of infant mortality (Aries
1962). In the past, it was believed that childhood consisted of neglect and cruelty (Lewis
2007). Debates in the 1970s developed this theme (De Mause 1974). Soon this was
challenged (Swanson 1990). Currently, historians and social archaeologists have
reevaluated childhood. Stages of childhood are evident within past societies in the form

	
  
	
  
of social events, such as burial practices. The love a parent has for a child can be
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observed within such studies: however, these focus on the attitudes of adults towards
children (Lewis 2007). In terms of defining childhood, some scholars, such as Bogin
(1997, 1998), have taken an evolutionary approach.
Since the 1970s, the topic of children has emerged as a “sidestep of mainstream
archaeology based on scientific and popular approaches” with a focus on narratives of
past (Lillehammer 2010:19). In the 1980s, a theoretical shift occurred in archaeology
with the advent of post-processualism along with the archaeology of gender. The studies
of children and childhood addressed important questions within post-processual
archaeology, such as, ideology, religion, social conditions, and the most evident material,
child burials (Lillehammer 2010).
This influenced a labeling of social archaeology and bioarchaeology (Gowland
2006, Derevenski 2006, Halcrow and Tayles 2008). “Post-processualism made possible
an archaeology of gender through concepts of the active object, in which material
remains are deemed to be involved with social structure by acting as active symbols in
the past”. All objects children interact with provide a medium for “communication and
maintenance of symbolic and social values” (Derevenski 1994:13). From this, the study
of children and childhood evolved out of gender theory within social archeology in the
1990s (Derevenski, 1994, 1997a, 1997b; Moore and Scott, 1997; Claassen 1992;
Sorensen 2000).

	
  
	
  
History of Children in Archaeological Inquiry
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The first article published in 1989 in the Norwegian Archaeological Review by
Grete Lillehammer was entitled “A Child is Born. The Child’s World in an
Archaeological Perspective.” This article is considered to be the “birth of the archaeology
of childhood” and was the first main attempt to view systematic methods and theories on
childhood studies (Lillehammer 1989). Before this publication, children are almost never
mentioned in archaeological inquiry. In the article, Lillehammer uses methodological,
historical, and ethno-cultural aspects to address the absence of a child’s world from
archaeology. She focuses on the worlds of children (2005, 2008). In 2010, Lillehammer
published another article providing an updated overview of the sub-field that covered the
concept of child in relation to archaeological theory and approaches (Lillehammer 2010).
One influential publication entitled Invisible People and Processes, Writing
Gender and Childhood into European Archaeology, edited by Jenny Moore and Eleanor
Scott (1997), contributes to the understanding of how children are viewed in archaeology
within a European context. This book contains various themes and periods and has
contributors from varying countries who discuss related theoretical problems. One
article written by Joanna Sofaer Derevenski, Engendering Children, Engendering
Archaeology, suggests, “that the study of gender in the archaeological record may benefit
from a discussion of the gender development of children.” (Derevenski 1997: 194). This
assumes that certain aspects of material culture act as repositories of gender symbolism
and artifacts behave as contextually determined gender markers. According to the author,
“material culture may function not only as a communicative vehicle for the maintenance

	
  
	
  
of symbolic structures or social values, but may also be instrumental in actively
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constructing the world to the individual on the most fundamental level” (Derevenski
1997: 194).
Within publications on archaeological methods, theories, and practices, children
are associated with gender, age, identity, and ethnicity (Diaz-Andreu et al. 2005), and
mortuary practices (Parker Pearson 2003). “Some examples of data available include, but
are certainly not limited to children’s hand and fingerprints, burials and burial inclusions,
toys and games, pictures showing children or used in conjunction with childhood rites of
passage, artifacts produced by children either for their own use or when learning or
practicing local crafts, clothing, and the skeletal remains of the children themselves and
of the adults into which the more fortunate grew” (Kamp 2001: 2).
Child-centered studies similarly have focused on aspects of age, gender, social,
economic, and cultural studies (Sofaer 1994, 1997, 2006; Crawford 1999, 2000; Baxter
2005; Halcrow and Tayles 2008), burial studies (Callow 2006, Gowland 2006), identity
(Dommasnes and Wrigglesworth 2008), the religious role of children (Ceruti 2008),
museum studies and material culture of children (Brookshaw 2009), forensic studies
(Lewis 2007; Perry 2006), historical studies (Elliot 1989, Callow 2007), children through
art (Beaumont 2000, Joyce 2000), demographic perspectives (Chamberlain 2000), social
placement, and ethnographic sources (Hays-Gilpin 2002, Kamp 2002), and the
identification of children’s graves (McKillop 1995). Other scholars have looked at
children in the context of labor, production, and the acquisition of technology (Bagwell
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2002), childhood socialization (Wilkie 2000), socialization and site formation (Baxter
2006; Bird and Bliege Bird 2000), agency (Kamp 2006), and behavior (Baxter 2000).
According to Finlay, by the end of the 1990s, “few archaeological studies had
explicitly considered children” (Finlay 1997:205). It is evident that the topic of children
in archaeology has grown since the end of the 20th century, though much attention is still
in need. In 2000, the book entitled, Children and Material Culture, edited by Derevenski
was published. This volume includes various works that address the multidisciplinary
theoretical and practical implications of studying children through material culture and
the importance of child-centered studies of children and material culture. Such articles
include; theoretical implications (Derevenski 2000, Lillehammer 2000); representing and
perceiving children (Roveland 2000, Beaumont 2000); the transmission of knowledge
(Grimm 2000, Greenfield 2000); childhood lives (Hawcroft and Dennell 2000, Wilkie
2000); children and relationships (Janik 2000, Buchli and Lucas 2000); geographies of
children (Mizoguchi 2000, Houby-Nielson 2000); children and value (Crawford 2000,
Mays 2000); and demography and growth of children (Humphrey 2000, Chamberlain
2000).
Within the last decade, an increase of scholarly research was presented at
conferences, seminars, and workshops. One conference on the archaeology of infancy
and childhood, which took place in Canterbury, England, led to the creation of a new
organization. In 2005, the Society for the Study of Childhood in the Past (SSCIP) was
created. This society is an international and interdisciplinary organization that promotes
the exploration and understanding of the social construction of infancy and childhood in
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the past through conferences and seminars, as well as the publication of the international
journal Childhood in the Past (http://www.sscip.org.uk). The journal, now in its fourth
year, provides an international and multi-disciplinary forum for researchers (Lally and
Moore 2011). Parallel to the creation of this organization, American archaeologists such
as Jane Eva Baxter were publishing works focused on the archaeology of childhood. The
Archaeology of Childhood: Children, Gender, and Material Culture (Baxter 2005),
presents a thorough summary and introduction to the sub-field were presented, providing
justification and support for the ever-growing presence of children within archaeological
research.
In 2006, a series of archaeological papers were presented for the American
Anthropological Association, entitled Children in Action: Perspectives on the
Archaeology of Childhoods (Baxter 2006). Topics included ethnographic and
ethnoarchaeological approaches (Bugarin 2006, Keith 2006, Thomas 2006), children and
material culture (Park 2006, Smith 2006, Baxter 2006, Perry 2006), and commentaries on
children in archaeology (Kamp 2006, Schwartzman 2006). One year later, the IAA
(Institute of Archaeology and Antiquity) Interdisciplinary Series, Studies in Archaeology,
History, Literature and Art, published Children, Childhood and Society. This publication
provided articles on Roman childhood (Harlow et al 2007), status of Roman slave
children (McKeown 2007), children in Early Bronze Age funerary ritual (Garwood
2007), and Anglo-Saxon multiple burial ritual (Crawford 2007), to name a few.
Archaeological material culture has been viewed by archaeologists as being
created by and for adults or by adults for children. With the theories of childhood
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children through use. For example, according to Lillehammer 2010, “from a theoretical
and methodological point of view in archaeology, and in order to go beyond the
boundaries of adult worlds and their expectancy of children’s potential capacity and
limitation, we have started by asking about the material world of children.” (Lillehammer
2010:32).
Children in Mortuary Studies
The primary means by which scholars study children in the archaeological record
is through the mortuary context with child burials and demographic studies. “Mortuary
analysis is often perceived as focusing exclusively on patterns of burial treatment of
individuals from a single site or cemetery” (Beck 1995: xiii). This type of study places
an emphasis upon the structure or the grave and any objects associated with that grave.
Though children have been commonly identified as being absent from most
archaeological contexts, there is extensive history of scholarship on children in mortuary
studies exists, largely due to the fact that it is easier to identify their presence based on
their remains. Currently, despite all the avenues by which children are studied in
archaeology, many scholars believe that mortuary remains offer the best possibility for
studying children (Baxter 2005). When burials are studied, the practices observed are a
result of those who mourn and not those who are deceased and most likely these
decisions were made by adults (Lucy 1994). Therefore, “mortuary studies may be
considered more appropriately as a reflection of adult remembrances of specific children,
and also ideals and conceptions of childhood generally held by members of a particular
culture” (Baxter 2005:94); as we will see, this is true of the Mennonite care.
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Mortuary data lies at the intersection of biology and culture. When a child within

the archaeological record is defined solely on skeletal remains, culturally constructed
ideas of childhood can be overlooked and society is viewed through the child and not
about children as individuals with social identities (Derevenski 2000:8). Many
archaeologists who do mortuary studies have focused on the relationship between adult
and non-adult remains (Rothschild 2002). The treatment of non-adult skeletons can
address questions concerning social organization, such as status and adult identities
(Derevenski 2000, Perry 2006).
Two approaches have been taken within mortuary studies that both contribute to
the understanding of children in the past. The first and more traditional view consists of
mortuary data reflecting social organization, such as the status and role of the deceased
(O’Shea 1984; Saxe 1970, Binford 1971, Brown 1995). The latter consists of a
postprocessual view that suggests mortuary goods and rituals are actively chosen to
reflect a broad belief system or worldview (Hodder 1982; Pearson 1982). Recent
mortuary studies that investigate the lives of children as individual identities take a
different approach to the treatment of children (Derevenski 2000; Perry 2006; Lucy 1994;
Crawford 2000; Meskell 1994; Janik 2000). Various publications have focused on
reviewing the literature on children within the bioarchaeological record (Perry 2006;
Chapeksie 2006; Lewis 2007, 2011; Halcrow and Tayles 2008).
Burial practices often can be correlated with social personae and could provide
insight into emic age categories (Binford 1971; Saxe 1970). Ethnographic and
archaeological data have shown that infants and non-adults are often buried differently
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analysis of burials (Kamp 2001). More specifically, scholars have focused on themes of
children within mortuary archaeology such as infancy and Roman burials (Scott 1999,
Crawford 2011), treatment of infants (Lally and Ardren 2008), Anglo-Saxon and
medieval period burials of children (Crawford 2000, 1999, 1997; Scott 1999; Stoodley
2000), child burials and settlement areas (Welinder 1998; Crawford 1999; Scott 1999;
Derevenski 1997), grave goods and the period of age transition (Growland 2001, 2002),
mortality (Chamberlain 2000; Whittlesey 2002), health and mortality (Kamp 2001),
status on gender and childhood (Janik 2000), childhood identities (Joyce 2000, Meskell
1994), differential treatment of child burials (Mizoguchi 2000), Classical Greek child
burials (Houbley-Nielson 2000), infanticide (Scott 1999; Callow 2006; Lillehammer
2008; Mays 2000), aging (Carr 1995), and aging techniques (Gowland and Chamberlain
2002; Gowland 1994).
Bioarchaeology of Children
Bioarchaeology, by definition, is the study of human remains from the
archaeological context (Larsen 1997). Aspects of culture and cultural attitudes highly
influenced how children were buried, what their gender roles consisted of, and at what
age they were considered to be adults (Lewis 2007:1). Bioarchaeologists “derive data
from which social interpretations are made, and the limitations that are inherent in the
methods and nature of immature skeletal material, including the impact of the burial
environment on their recovery” (Lewis 2007:1). It is evident that differences between the
mortuary practices of adults versus that of non-adults are observable in the archaeological
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record. By understanding the biological and cultural markers provided by the presence of
a child’s skeletal remains, archaeologists, bioarchaeologists, and forensic anthropologists
can further understand the prehistoric and historic cultures in which these children
existed.
One publication of great importance for the subject of children in archaeology is
Mary Lewis’ in 2007, The Bioarchaeology of Children (2007). Within this book, Lewis
provides an overview of children’s skeletons from the multidisciplinary approach of
archaeology, biological and forensic anthropology. Osteological methods and theoretical
concepts of their analysis are discussed throughout. A child’s skeleton provides
information on aspects of physical and social factors, such as growth and development,
age at death, diet, trauma, and disease at different stages of life. Issues with age
identification and delineation are discussed.
The book also includes an in-depth summary of the study of children within
biological anthropology. According to Lewis, the study of non-adults began earlier than
in social archaeology, though it was no less focused. Most studies focused on an interest
in fertility levels. However, a misconception existed about the survival of infant and child
remains. In the 1960s, studies on the physical growth of populations in the past emerged
and dominated for 40 years, such as the example of Francis Johnston’s work on the
growth of children from Indian Knoll in Kentucky (Lewis 2007).
Children within a mortuary context were discussed in great detail among the field
of archaeology. During the 1970s and 1980s, the majority of studies including children
were within the context of mortuary and paleodemographic studies with such goals as
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“predicting fertility rates and constructing model life tables for prehistoric and historic
populations” (Roveland 2000:42). However, these studies discussed children more from
an adult’s perspective and not from the perspective of the children. At the same time, an
emphasis was placed upon the study of diaphyseal length measurements among children
to determine age. Such studies focused on devising ageing and sexing methods. In the
1990s, the study of non-adult skeletons focused on the growth and health of children
themselves, which provided information on activities of children and were incorporated
into biocultural studies (Lewis 2007). Currently, research on non-adult osteology has
increased, along with the awareness of non-adult studies in archaeology.
A recent publication that addresses children within bioarchaeology is entitled,
(Re)Thinking the Little Ancestor: New Perspectives on the Archaeology of Infancy and
Childhood (Lally and Moore 2011). This volume includes articles that address agerelated distinctions in burial between infants and older children practiced within a wide
range of societies. Examples of such articles include: “The Osteology of Infancy and
Childhood: Misconceptions and Potential” (Lewis 2011) and “Subadult or Subaltern?
Children as Serial Categories” (Fahlander 2011), both addressing the current issues with
age categories and the social and biological identification of children. Other articles
address the neonate and infant burials (Karl and Locker 2011), children’s cemeteries
(Becker 2011), the children in the Bog (Lillehammer 2011), parenting and childloss
(Murphy 2011), disposal of infants and infant burials (Crawford 2011c; Page 2011),
childhood in Roman Egypt (Wheeler et al. 2011), Bronze age child burials (McClaren
2011), ancient Mesoamerican childhood (Ardren 2011), identity and ideology of children
(Harris 2011; Bradley 2011), and living children (Kjellstrom et al. 2011).
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A recent article entitled, “The Bioarchaeological Investigations of Childhood and
Social Age: Problems and Prospects”, (Halcrow and Tayles 2008) provides an extensive
literature review of children in archaeological research, along with the issues and benefits
of bioarchaeology and social aspects of childhood. According to the authors, children and
childhood within an archaeological context are usually studied from a biological
perspective (bioarchaeology) or from a social perspective (social archaeology), with little
research that combines the two approaches. Social bioarchaeology incorporates “social
childhood theory into bioarchaeological analysis” (Halcrow and Tayles 2008:334).
This dual approach has been addressed within literature, highlighting the
biological and social aspects of the body. Those who criticize bioarchaeological
approaches call for the incorporation of childhood social theory and the use of social age
categories within bioarchaeology (Halcrow and Tayles 2008; Perry 2006; Kamp 2001).
For an overview on terminology and age categories see Halcrow and Tayles (2008). The
study of non-adult age distributions is a valuable tool to “investigate burial practices and
provide insights into religious ideologies and treatment of infants and children” (Tocheri
et al. 2005:328). This quote is of great importance to the overall theme of this research,
since the purpose of studying children within the Old Berne Mennonite Cemetery is to
understand how the role of religious ideology and how it effects burial practices of
children.
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It is evident that the sub-field of childhood archaeology has been in a steady climb
since the early 2000’s with articles published on the status of children in archaeology
(Lillehammer, 2010; Baxter 2005, 2006; Crawford and Lewis, 2008; Kamp 2001, 2006;
Perry 2006) and children within archaeological research (Bamforth and Finlay 2008;
Ferguson, 2008; Hogberg, 2008; Shea, 2006). With this said, there is still a need for more
archaeologists to incorporate children in archaeological research design and publications.
With the direction archaeology is currently headed, the place of children in social
bioarchaeological cemetery analysis can only improve and become more accepted. Most
specifically and most applicable to the study of the Old Berne Mennonite Cemetery, is
the study of the social bioarchaeology of children through mortuary analysis. Much can
be gained by focusing on the remains of children within the archaeological record,
providing validity for the theoretical framework of childhood archaeology and social
bioarchaeology applied within this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Who Were the Mennonites?
Introduction
Archaeologists study and analyze the physical remains of past human behavior.
As mentioned within the literature review in Chapter Two, childhood is a culturally
constructed concept. It is wrong to assume that modern Western concepts and notions of
childhood “correspond with socially significant stages for other cultures, past or present”
(Halcrow and Tayles 2008:203). In this case, it is necessary to include both cultural
anthropology and archaeology within a research design. Each culture has specific views
of childhood and the way children are treated is a reflection of the context of that culture.
Religion is one aspect of culture that shapes childhood. As noted above, three lines are
followed in this thesis. These include historical material culture, first-person accounts or
oral history, and the archaeological record. Furthermore, a reconstructed cultural context
for the site provides another line of evidence for understanding the archaeological record
in regards to children, through the ‘material world of children’ (Lillehammer 2010:32).
This question is important because of the lack of literature written about the
identity of Mennonites as a collective religious group during this period. A gap in the
literature on Mennonite childhood is also present, and therefore, research on the subject
will be useful. One theoretical implication deals with the application of identity and
identification to archaeological research. Concepts such as identity, material culture, and
religion, are relevant and observable when studying the Old Berne Mennonite Cemetery.
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possible to observe the aforementioned categories within historical documentation.
Sources on Berne History
In the spring of 2012, a trip to Berne, Indiana, for research was completed. During
this research trip, sources were obtained and located in the Heritage Room at the Berne
Public Library. These sources included information on the history of Berne, history of the
Cemetery, historic photographs, records, and newspaper articles. Examples of specific
sources include; The First Hundred Years: A History of The Mennonite Church in Adams
County, Indiana 1938-1938 (Sprunger 1938), Pilgrimage of a congregation: First
Mennonite Church, Berne, Indiana (Lehman 1982, The Swiss of Adams and Wells
Counties, Indiana 1838-1862 (Habegger and Adams 2002), and A Swiss Community in
Adams County (Lehman 2001).
Discussion on the Old Berne cemetery arose with talk of expanding the Highway
27 and 218. Members of the community began to investigate the history of the cemetery.
In 2002, a local historian named Claren Neuenschwander compiled research on the
cemetery in conjunction with Berne Public Library Heritage Room personnel Karen
Adams and Cindy Herman, entitled, “Story of the Old Abandoned Cemetery, Berne,
Indiana”. Along with this paper, a student named Trina S. Moser wrote a paper about the
cemetery in 2002 entitled “M.R.E Cemetery.” Copies of The Berne Witness, Berne’s
newspaper, were obtained, along with scanned copies of photographs. Ad hoc interviews
were also conducted with members of the community such as author Naomi Lehman,
Julia Beitler Liechty (whose great grandfather Christian Lehman made the burial boxes
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Berne. Sources not obtained in Berne were obtained through interlibrary loan through
Love Library at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Identity
Who are the Mennonites and how can one determine their identity? Throughout
this thesis, Mennonite identity is described through the observations of religious
affiliation and ideology, material culture, and beliefs. As we will see in this chapter, the
origin of Mennonite religion was centered on the treatment of children and the topic of
infant baptism, which ultimately placed children at the core of Mennonite identity. An
attempt at understanding a collective Mennonite identity is addressed through the
analysis of material culture and other historical documentation in the form of postmortem photographs, diary entries, baptism practices, baptism certificates, statements of
faith, school, music, and personal reflections on what it was like to grow up in Berne. By
looking at the ways in which adult Mennonites interacted with children, one can gain
knowledge on communal and religious values passed down from one generation to the
next. In terms of why archaeologists should be interested in culture on this level, once a
religious mindset is understood, it might be possible to observe motives behind the burial
practices of children that are reflected in the archaeological record.
Questions concerning the topic of identity have plagued the field of archaeology
since its earliest origins. When uncovering past cultures, a necessary assumption of the
direct relationship between material remains and social identity needed to be made. As
archaeology has shifted from being a discipline focused on artifacts to one that studies
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people, the individual has “entered the archaeological field of vision” (Dommasnes 2008:
vi). It is apparent that archaeologists have “employed an explicitly material focus in their
examinations of identity” (Casella and Fowler 2004:1). Such examples of artifacts being
used as representations of culture include the “Beaker People” from the European
Neolithic and the “Georgian” worldview from eighteenth century Colonial America
(Casella and Fowler 2004:1).
Post-processualism and interpretive approaches within archaeological analysis
have created an avenue to focus on issues regarding individual agency and identity on
multiple levels (White and Beaudry 2009). It is important to note that some scholars
argue that an individual identity is a modern conception that could have little relevance to
the societies studied (Dommasnes 2006). With this stated, archaeologists should always
pay attention the historical context of the individual, which is the goal of this particular
research.
Identity can also take place at the individual level or on the broadest level of
group identification. An example includes burials found to reflect both group and
individual identities (Meskell 1994; Joyce 1999). These sources are relevant to the study
of the Old Berne Mennonite Cemetery since group and individual identities are observed
within the archaeological record. With individuals being in an active role, identities can
be historical, fluid, and subject to change. This is evident in the publication entitled, The
Archaeology of Plural and Changing Identities: Beyond Identification, edited by Eleanor
Conlin Casella and Chris Fowler in 2005. Archaeological case studies in this volume
provide examples of complex social identities through analyses of material culture.
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Identities are negotiated through various forms of material media, such as architecture,
landscape, text, body, and objects (Casella and Fowler 2004).
According to Diaz-Andreu and Lucy (2005) identity is “inextricably linked to the
sense of belonging” and through identity, one perceives themselves as belonging to a
certain group, as well as, others seeing them in a sense of belonging. Identities are
constructed, non-static, and maintained through choice and agency. They are
“complicated, paradoxical, and culturally situated in time, place, and society” (White and
Beaudry 2009:210). Joyce (2000) provides an example of burials viewed as “complex
intersections of processes of formation of social identities” and social memory through
the discussion of burials from the Highland Central Mexican site of Tlatilco (Joyce
2000:12). In this publication, the creation of social identity and social memory through
the placement of burials is discussed not only from a statistical perspective, but also
through the lives of the individuals buried. Joyce argues that while each approach is
needed, without particularistic examination, “burials as social occasions-with all their
experiential aspects- will simply be lost under the weight of their decontextualization”
(Joyce 2000:12). This is important to note within this thesis as a reminder that burials as
social practices not only reflect a whole society but also irregularities reflected as
individual stories. Emotion has also been mentioned within such publications as an
important aspect of memorialization of the dead and social identity. An example of such
is the commemoration of children and infants in Danish Cemeteries (Sorensen 2011).
Recently, archaeologists have begun to focus on the concept of identity in a
variety of ways. Among historical archaeologists, gender, race/ethnicity, status/class, and
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age have gained the most attention; however, additional forms such as nationality, sexual
preference, religion, marital status, and familial ties also provide possibilities for
contributing to investigations (White and Beaudry 2009:210). By utilizing these
approaches, archaeologists have the ability to study the construction and
conceptualization of identity.
Some scholars have focused on identity and children within the framework of
childhood archaeology. One of these works is an edited volume entitled, Children,
Identity, and the Past (Dommasnes and Wrigglesworth 2008). This source was among
the most influential for the research presented in this thesis. The themes evident
throughout address the ideas that children have identity and that identities are formed
during childhood. When children learn about language, religion, and the history of their
community, they integrate this knowledge into an experience of the self, which creates
their identity.
A Brief History of Swiss Mennonite Religion
How does one define a Mennonite identity using historical documentation in the
form of material culture? What is Mennonite identity? In order to gain knowledge on the
subject matter it is necessary to understand the history of the religious ideology and how
it is expressed. For an in-depth history on Mennonite religion, see works such as The
Story of the Mennonites and The Mennonites of America, both written by C. Henry Smith
(Smith 1909a, 1941b; see also Wenger 1961).
The Mennonites who settled in Berne, Indiana, trace their origins to Canton Bern,
Switzerland. The Swiss who settled in Adams and Wells counties all had a common
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ancestry, despite varying religious backgrounds. These homogeneous people came from
the Canton of Berne before the Reformation, which had its origins in 1521 in Zurich
(Habegger and Adams 2002). The Bernese Swiss stem from a Germanic tribe known as
the Alemann who entered the area of what is modern Switzerland by the end of the 6th
century and were overpowered by the Holy Roman Empire. Eventually the Roman
Catholic Church was established under the influence of the Pope. When the Reformation
occurred, the northern portion of Switzerland became part of the reformed religion
(Liechty 1977). The city of ‘Bern’ was reformed in 1528.
The Protestant Reformation included a number of changes guided by the Bible,
such as “eliminating priesthood, redefining mass, simplifying the order of service,
discarding images and ornaments, and becoming independent from Rome” (Habegger
and Adams 2002:ii). They did not however, change the union of church and state. This
later became problematic when associates of Ulrich Zwingli, a liberal Catholic priest who
led a faction of dissident people who disagreed with enforced Swiss military service,
opposed the authority of the Zurich city council (McCormick 1976). Conrad Grebel and
Ulrich Zwingli were the leaders of the reformation of the Catholic Church in Switzerland
until they parted ways in 1524 due to different views (Owens 2003:6).
The main point of contention was the “validity of infant baptism” which the state
highly supported. In this thesis, the treatment of children is crucial in identifying a
Mennonite identity and in turn in determining whether child burials reflected their belief.
These men argued that baptism should be a choice, based on confession of faith.
Anabaptists, as they came to be called, in general believed that “God intended baptism
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for repentant, believing adults, not for innocent children” (Yoder 1984:8). In an opposite
viewpoint, “the state church leaders of the sixteenth century held a different view and
taught that infants were born sinners and must be baptized in order for God to accept
them” (Yoder 1984:9). The state did not support the Anabaptists’ proposed change and
continued to mandate that infants were to be baptized. Thus, a separation occurred and
Grebel formed a separate group. Those taking a stand were referred to by the state as
“Wiedertaufer” meaning Anabaptists or rebaptizers (Habegger and Adams 2002). The
Anabaptists viewed their adult baptisms as valid and therefore called themselves Taufer,
meaning baptizers. The Anabaptists also opposed the swearing of oaths and the bearing
of arms (Liechty 1977). Soon the idea of the Anabaptist movement spread from the
Canton of Zurich into the Canton of Bern. State authorities enforced death,
imprisonment, slavery, or banishment for anyone who openly joined the movement and it
was not until the French Revolution that the Taufer acquired peace. This bout of freedom
was once again contested when authorities wanted Anabaptist men to serve in the
military, which in their view went against Jesus’ teachings of loving thy neighbor as
thyself.
While the Anabaptist movement was spreading through Europe, a Dutch priest by
the name of Menno Simons joined in 1536 and became a prominent figure within the
movement. Menno Simons wrote, “We are all conceived and born in sin and have a sinful
nature, and this is not ineptly called original sin; but we have been reconciled by Christ,
and thus for Christ’s sake [the original sin] is not counted against us” (Yoder 1984:9). His
followers subsequently acquired the name, “Mennonites”. It was not until the 20th century
that Anabaptists residing in Switzerland used the name Mennonites (Habegger and
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Adams 2002). A division among the Anabaptists in Switzerland and France occurred in
1693 when a minister by the name of Jacob Amman (born in the Canton of Bern but lived
in France) urged the adoption of a “more severe form of church discipline” in the form of
banishment. Those who disagreed with banishment remained Mennonites and those who
practiced it were called “Amish” when they arrived in America. While in Europe, these
groups were all considered Anabaptists and did not acquire the names Amish, Mennonite,
or Hutterite until coming to America (Owen 2003:5).
To add another layer of division, in the1800s a freelance minister by the name of
Samuel Frohlich who was sent away by the Reformed Church for his views, preached the
concept of pietism. This ideological framework taught “non-conformity”. Activities such
as dancing, card playing, and drinking were forbidden because pietism emphasized a
personal and emotional experience of conversion. Individuals from both the Reformed
and Taufer congregations found these ideas desirable. A new church was formed known
as the Neutaufer (New Baptizers) or the (Evangelical Batpistminded Congregation). Once
in America this group was identified as the Apostolic Christian Church. It is important to
note that immigrants from these four churches ended up settling in the county where
Berne, Indiana, is located, as well as the adjacent county of Wells. Immigrants in the
1852 migration founded the Apostolic Christian Church, in 1858. It has been noted that
since members of these different sects spoke the same dialect, intermarriage occurred
(Habegger and Adams 2002).
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The Swiss Mennonites’ desire to emigrate from Switzerland to America was
based on many factors. Besides religious persecution and oppression, a poor economic
situation was present. Crop failures and high rent were an issue, along with pressures
from the state to participate in military service (Leichty 1977). The decision to leave the
homeland and create a new one was difficult. Those who decided to make the journey
included a group of Mennonites in the 1840s from the Sonnenberg area of the Jura of
Canton Bern. The second ‘wave’ of emigration occurred in 1852 and consisted of a 70
individuals (about 20 families) from the region of Munsterberg in the Jura of Canton
Bern. It is this group that settled Berne, Indiana by bringing their ways of life with them
to form a new homeland (Lehman 1982).
Mennonite Identity and Children
As was clear from the above, Mennonite identity was fundamentally centered
around age of baptism. Historical material culture from Berne reflects this emphasis, both
as physical objects and social practices. Various forms of historic material culture consist
of texts, including the Bible, hymns and diary entries; photographs; clothing; statements
of faith in the form of a pamphlet; oral history; baptism; and historical artifacts associated
with baptism, such as a baptism certificate. These multiple forms of material culture
provide examples of expressed Mennonite religious beliefs. Ultimately, the body
becomes a form of material culture as well; however, this form is discussed in Chapter
Five, method and data.
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In terms of how Mennonites viewed children, it is important to understand their
religious beliefs. As noted previously, “The sixteenth-century Anabaptists were
persecuted to death for believing they should not baptize children” (Yoder 1984:9).
Therefore baptism was central to their identity and to the distinction between children
and adults. Baptism has been defined as a public sign of one’s personal faith and a
symbol of devotion to God. It is also “a sign of identity Christ gives the church” (Penner
2005:2). By communicating to families, friends, and members of the church, through the
use of baptism certificates, one materializes the choice to become a true member of the
church (Kalmar 2002). A baptism record or certificate is a type of material culture that
materializes the ‘spiritual transformation’ to the individual and to others. Baptism
certificates represent and reinforce identity by reflecting status within the church.
Baptism itself is a form of material culture, sprinkling the water vs. submission
and how it relates to choice (agency) and identity with heritage and history of Mennonite
persecution. Mennonites baptized by pouring water over the head of the individual as a
representation of the first baptism completed at the beginning of the Anabaptist
movement. One point that is still discussed today in Berne is the mode of baptism,
whether by sprinkling, affusion, or immersion. According to personal communication
with Julia Leichty, the type of baptism used consisted of either sprinkling or full
submersion. During the persecution, it is said that Mennonites in hiding would perform
baptisms in caves by sprinkling water on heads because of the consequences of what
would happen if they were found out to be baptizing in the faith. This tradition has lasted
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through the years till the present. As of the present, it is up to the individual whether to do
either sprinkling or submersion.

Figure 3.1 Baptism Certificate. Ida Sprunger, April 23, 1888, Berne, Indiana.
Gehel hin un d Lehrel
Alle Volker und Taufet
Sie im Namen des Vaters des sohnes
Und des Heiligen Geistes

More information can be gained through baptism certificates; for example,
religious images express religious values through symbolism. Also language used can
provide insight into the importance of heritage and tradition, as well as educational status.
The baptism certificate presented above (Figure 3.1) is that of Ida Sprunger, dating from
1888. The text is written in Old Swiss German and translates as “Go and teach all nations
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baptizing in the name of the Father of the Son and of the Holy Spirit”. As in other texts
used by the Mennonites of Berne, here language provides another example of language as
a continuation of identity. In 2003, Gretta Yoder Owen completed a thesis entitled Berne,
Indiana Swiss German: Lessons Learned from a Small Scale Documentation Project.
This publication provides a wealth of information on the importance language holds for
the community of Berne through a language documentation project. The language used
by the first Swiss immigrants consisted of some form of Swiss dialect known as
Schwyzerdutsch or Barndutsch (Harbegger and Adams 2002). According to the author,
the Swiss German dialect has been maintained within the community of Berne well into
the 21st century; however, this immigrant dialect is currently disappearing (Owen 2003).
The immigrants from Berne are described as an “ethnolinguistic group” since their
language became part of their identity (Owen 2003).
The Bible
It can be argued that the Bible is the most important artifact of material culture
among the Mennonites, as it formed the basis for religion and everyday life. Bibles were
included among the possessions of those who emigrated. Although no physical
documentation of this has been found, it is known that Bibles were brought over due to
the oral history of them being used to keep family histories, such as deaths and births, and
the mention of Bibles being used immediately after immigration as the main source of
text for educating the youth (Indiana Centennial; Neuenschwander 2002). Sprunger
(1938) notes that before 1886, members of the church used their own books, such as
hymnbooks, that they brought with them from the “old country” (Sprunger 1938:48).
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Two main questions addressed by Yoder (1984) concern the religious status of

children. These are whether God includes children in his kingdom and how children are
included in the gospel. In general, Mennonite religion supports the idea that as long as
children are too little and too young to understand the difference between good and evil,
they are safe. The belief that children are born with a nature that will manifest itself as
sinful as they mature and that salvation is acquired through repentance and trust in the
Lord, has remained constant since the 16th century. Various passages of scripture
provided assurance that children were already in the kingdom of God. These include
Genesis 1:27, 31; 3:1-19; Matthew 18:1-3; and 1 Timothy 4:10. It is through verses such
as these that Mennonites based their actions and beliefs about children (Yoder 1984:10).
It was and is still a belief among Mennonites that children who met an untimely
death would ascend to heaven. Mennonites looked to the Bible as the foundation for their
understanding and for guidelines on how to interact with children. For an example within
scripture, “Whoever welcomes a little child in my name welcomes me” (Matthew 18:5).
It is important to note the love Mennonites expressed towards their children as a
reflection of the love God has towards his children.
The objective of educating children within the faith involved the regeneration of
each child when he or she reached the ‘age of accountability’ and therefore the young
believer was and is to be united with the church (Yoder 1984). The importance of the
‘age of accountability’ for Mennonite identity will be discussed in detail in Chapter Six.
The Berne Mennonite Church organized the first official Sunday school in 1874. Prior to
1874, a log structure was utilized as a school as early as 1856. It is noted that textbooks
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were rare, resulting with the Bible being used as a reader (Indiana Centennial). The Bible
was the main text for religious education. Before an official Sunday school existed,
children were taught at home.
The Bible was used a teaching tool and a form of education for passing on beliefs
and values to children. It was also utilized as a guideline for parents raising children
within the faith. Religious education and learning is acquired in the form of participation
(Dommasnes 2007). It has been noted that on Sundays when services were not held,
parents had their children read a chapter of the Bible before they could go outside and
play. The Bible used by the first congregations was written in the Froschauer translation,
which was the Swiss dialect used in Zurich, Switzerland (Habegger and Adams 2002:23).
Sprunger (1938) notes that Bibles were written in German and used among adult classes.
Younger students were educated with Bible stories, also known as “Biebelgeschichte”,
which was a book adapted for younger children. Expression was also used to accompany
Bibles in the form of “Bible Memories” (Sprunger 1938:110).
Photographs
Mennonite religious and cultural practices directly affected the forms of historical
documentation available today. Eva Sprunger discusses how people in the town of Berne
were reluctant to adapt to new technologies, including photography. According to the
author, “the old idea that photography was wrong, that it was a form of idolatry, seemed
to persist for a long time” (Sprunger 1938:52). People who were not opposed to it
traveled to Ft. Wayne and other places to have their photos taken secretly. At this time it
was considered a sin to enter a picture gallery. For example, in 1881 a local man named
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David Bixler was not allowed to take commission until he gave up his picture gallery
business and it was not until 1889 that he was allowed to keep his business and stay a
member of the church (Sprunger 1938:53). This type of mentality most likely resulted in
the limited amount of historical photographic documentation of the town. However,
photos from Berne do exist that date from the late 1800s till the present. These photos are
on file at the Heritage Room within the Berne Library. A wealth of information can be
gathered from such photos. For example, the photograph below (Figure. 3.2) is a postmortem photo. The information regarding the age of the individual and the associated
family is unknown, however, preliminary research confirms the child is deceased
(Personal Communication, Berne Public Library).

Figure 3.2 Post-mortem photograph of child
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Post-mortem photographs like this one can reveal societal views on death, the

expression of memory on death, mortality rates, technology, clothing, gender, and
personal adornment. “Material culture mediates our relationship with death and the dead;
object, images and practices, as well as places and spaces, call to mind or are made to
remind us of the deaths of others and of our own mortality” (Hallam and Hockey 2001:2).
During the nineteenth century, mortuary rituals and a mindset of mortuary practices
increased with highly structured displays associated with the “Beautification of Death”
(Aldridge 2002). Material culture associated with these mortuary behaviors includes
mourning clothing, elaborate coffins, cemeteries, burial dress, and postmortem
photography (Aldridge 2002). Information about the type of dress is also observable and
reflects societal views on adornment.
Diaries
Insight into the life of Mennonite children through the view of an adult individual
can also be observed and analyzed by studying diaries. The data presented in this section
is drawn from the life diary of Menno S. Yoder. This specific type of documentation can
provide insight into everyday life as a way of better understanding Mennonite customs
and views, as well as into a Mennonite identity in relation to family and community
concepts.
Understanding can be gathered through these diaries about the views on
treatments of children through a Mennonite family. Yoder documents in detail how he
treated his children, their health and well-being, how they were treated with various
illnesses, their schooling, activities on the farm, how they were named, and how they
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were dressed. Though one man’s account cannot be held to a whole group of people, it
does provide a view on an individual level from a subjective point of view.
Menno S. Yoder was born on Feb. 13, 1863, and began to document his life in
1884 when he was 21 years old. His writings continued throughout his lifetime. These
diaries include information relating to business records, personal activities, and family
home life. The documentation recorded provides insight into the life of an Amish farmer
and are archived at the Mennonite Church located in Goshen, Indiana (iv). It is
observable that Yoder’s intentions for these writings were to document these activities for
personal and business reasons. Menno S. Yoder married Carolyn/Carrie Hostetler on
Feb. 13, 1888 at the age of 25. They started a family on a homestead in Arkansas near
Stuttgart where their four oldest children were born. The rest of their children were born
in LaGrange County, Indiana. Altogether they had 11 children, including a baby girl
born prematurely, Sept. 29/30, 1898 who lived only a short time. This child was
unnamed.
Olen
Mahlon
Lester
Floyd
Iva
Dorsa
Baby girl
Elva
Reuben
Glen

Born Nov. 14, 1888
b. Aug 29, 1890
b. June 27, 1892
b. Oct 4, 1893
b. Dec. 28, 1894
b. Oct. 19, 1896
b. April 21, 1902
b. March 29, 1904
b. Dec. 10, 1908

Figure 3.3. List of Children
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Yoder’s behavior towards the death of his infant. On September 30, 1898, “A baby girl
was born to us about midnight and died today noon. A 7 months baby. We buried it in the
N.W. corner of the truck patch.” Carrie (his wife) was very upset with the way he
handled it. (Yoder 1989:283). Yoder uses the pronoun of “it” to describe the baby.
Throughout the diary all the children are called “it” before they are given a name. The
naming process did not happen at before or at birth. Other instances, such as on April 4,
1894, Yoder mentioned, “the baby is 6 months old (Yoder 1989:271). This is the first
time he used “the baby” instead of “it”. This type of terminology could be attributed to
the high infant mortality rate that was common during this time. Another example of the
naming processes included his son Floyd, who was born Oct. 4, 1893. The diary of May
25, 1894 said, “we had a notion to name the baby Floid.” This was 7 months after the
baby was born when a name was given. On Dec. 30, 1894 Yoder wrote “We weighed the
baby (Iva) this morning and it weighs 6 ¼ lbs. with clothing.”
Within other entries, information could be gathered about the ages of children
when they went to school, when they started participating in farm tasks, when they
stopped breast-feeding, and what type of clothing they wore. An example of the clothing
worn includes entries such as; Feb. 21 1892- “Olin wears pants instead of dresses”, Nov.
2 1893- “Malon now wears pants and waist instead of dresses”, July 29, 1896- “Floid
now wears pants” (Yoder 1989:256-264). From these entries, one can observe that boys
started wearing pants were three and four years of age.
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All of the examples provided above ‘set the stage’ for analyzing the material
record recovered through excavating the Old Berne Mennonite Cemetery. With this
historical cultural data, analysis can be conducted on spatial distribution of graves
associated with the location of non-adult graves based on status within the church, based
on their cultural age in contrast to biological age. Burial practices of individuals can also
be understood through religious ideology. By addressing religious expression and
material culture in the form of photography, baptism certificates, language, the Bible,
etc., one can observe how values are materialized as a representation of religious and
collective identities. By approaching archaeological analysis with a better understanding
of expressions of identity in a historical context can contribute to deeper analysis,
provides archaeologists with a way to ‘dig a little deeper’ into the mindset of the people
who altered the landscape through a mortuary setting.
The Mennonite church provided identity for the individuals within the community
and, most importantly, determined the way in which children were treated. Through a
strong connection to heritage and tradition, Mennonites have been able to continue
religious practices that were so influential to their existence. For the early Mennonite
settlers, and arguably for practicing Mennonites today, religion is most influential for
determining all aspects of life. Mennonites as a 19th century immigrant community left
their homeland to gain a new one that allowed them to freely express their religious
identities.
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The importance of heritage to the people of Berne is evident. Today, where the

Old Berne Mennonite Cemetery once stood, a monument memorializes the first Swiss
immigrants who settled in Berne, Indiana, in 1852. The statue portrays a man with a
women holding an infant. The clock tower is a replica of the one in Canton Bern,
Switzerland. This heritage plaza that honors Swiss heritage and the history of Berne is
located in downtown Berne at the intersection of State road 218 and US Highway 27.

Figure 3.4. Berne, Indiana, Berne Clock tower and Settlers Monument. Photo by
Jennifer Hildebrand.

	
  

	
  
Chapter 4
Historical Context

Project Background
Berne, Indiana, is located in Adams County in northeastern Indiana,
approximately 35 miles south of Ft. Wayne and about 110 miles northeast of
Indianapolis. The cemetery site is located in downtown Berne at the intersection of
SR218 and US 27, on the northeast corner of the intersection between US 27 and Main
Street (Figure 4.1). The size of the cemetery consisted of about 132 x 165 feet and the
cemetery plot was located on the southeast corner of Section 32 in Monroe Township,
according to the warranty deed (Neuenschwander 2002).
This cemetery was excavated as part of a relocation and removal project in
response to proposed widening of the previously mentioned roads. The Indiana
Department of Transportation with Federal Highway Administration funds coordinated
the project with AMEC Earth and Environmental, Inc. to develop and carry out
excavations that took place during 2008 through 2010 (Smith 2011). Information based
on analysis and report writing as a result of the archaeological project conducted by
AMEC is currently is progress and all information provided in this thesis is based upon
personal communication with AMEC archaeologists.
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Berne
Indiana

Cemetery Location

Figure 4.1. Location of Berne, Indiana, and of Cemetery.
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In the beginning of 2008, AMEC Earth & Environmental (AMEC) was contracted

to conduct a Phase I archaeological survey that included a geophysical investigation. The
purpose of the project was to identify and document cultural resources under Section 106
of the National Historic Preservation Act in order to evaluate eligibility for the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The outcome of the survey concluded a high
probability that graves from the Old Berne Mennonite Cemetery were present within the
project boundaries. During the summer of 2008, the Indiana Department of
Transportation (INDOT), using Federal Highway Administration Funds, started working
in coordination with AMEC concerning the removal and relocation of the cemetery
(Kimberly Smith, Personal Communication).
In 2009, the next phase of archaeological inquiry began with locating and
excavating the graves. AMEC identified these locations by utilizing geophysical
techniques. In the fall of 2009, the project area was mechanically scraped to expose the
soil directly above the grave shafts. The graves were excavated in November and
December of 2009 but, due to winter weather, were put on hold and later resumed in
April of 2010 through June 9, 2010 (Personal Communication, Kimberly Smith).
History of the Old Berne Cemetery
The cemetery dates from 1852 to 1896 and is associated with a congregation of 80
Swiss Mennonites who migrated from Switzerland in 1852 to the America. Abraham B.
Sprunger became a member of this congregation in 1854 and provided the church with
the half-acre plot of land. Abraham Sprunger, also known as “der alt Mann”, was the
father of S.F. Sprunger who was pastor of the First Mennonite Church. In 1856, a small
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church was built in the northern portion of the property. This church was removed around
1886 and the land where it once stood was used for burials as the original cemetery grew
(Neuenschwander 2002).

Figure 4.2. Abraham Sprunger came to America in 1852 with his children. Born
Feb. 17, 1797 in Canton Berne, Switzerland, and died Nov. 1, 1889 in Berne,
Indiana. Berne Public Library.
The town of Berne, founded in 1872, was located about one-half mile east of the
cemetery and soon found its west boundary extending near the burial ground. On
February 2, 1892 the town requested to expand the cemetery based on the needs of the
community. The Indiana State Board of Health denied a request to enlarge the cemetery
on March 21, 1892, citing the 1892 State Rule 24 (found in the 1890-1893 #9-12 Annual
Reports), which said “because of communicable diseases, cemeteries could no longer be
within one mile of the corporate limits of any city or town” (Smith 2011). The three
churches in Berne (Mennonite, Reformed, and Evangelical) came together and platted a
new town cemetery west of the town. This new cemetery was and still is the M.R.E.
Cemetery. The M.R.E Cemetery offered family burial plots, which were not offered
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within the old cemetery. Customs dictated that burials were to be in chronological order
based on time of death, located in common rows with burials side by side that facing east
(Neuenschwander 2002). As will be discuss below, the M.R.E cemetery became the
resting place for exhumed and re-interred burials from the old cemetery.
It is important to note that it could be possible to have members of another faith
buried in the old Mennonite cemetery (John A. Kirchhofer, Personal communication). A
funeral log kept by Rev. Samuel F. Sprunger in 1893 reported that “In the past 20 years I
have conducted one hundred eighteen funerals, ninety of which were for church
members,” though it does not say where these individuals were buried (Sprunger
1938:297). According to Julia Beitler Liechty, her great-grandfather, Christian C.
Lehman, made the caskets for the old cemetery and carved an “L” underneath them on
the bottom (Personal Communication, March 19, 2012). It is also noted that Mennonites
in Adams County were customarily buried in the St. John’s Reformed Church before the
local Mennonite cemetery began. It has been suggested that reciprocity could have
occurred if needed (Neuenschwander 2002).
In terms of information on those buried within the cemetery, no official records
exist before it’s closing in 1896. County records, if kept, were not documented until after
1880. Burial permits were not needed, funeral records by the funeral home did not begin
until 1910, and The Berne Witness did not begin publication until September of 1896.
When deaths were documented, they were done so in family Bibles. Even though
documentation remains limited, in 2002, Karen Adams compiled a list of nearly 200
individuals who might have been buried in the Berne cemetery. Information was gathered
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based upon oral history, death records and the SAT genealogical database. This includes
individuals previously exhumed to other cemeteries such as the M.R.E. cemetery,
Decatur, and the Neuenschwander Cemetery. Two individuals are known to have been
buried in the Berne Cemetery. They are Thomas Moser and Rev. Peter Habegger (M.R.E.
red book insert, Anon.).
History of the Churches

Figure 4. 3 Drawing of church locations by E. M. Sprunger (Smith 2011).
The Mennonite congregation from Switzerland that settled in Berne started
worshipped in each other’s homes until they built a church in 1856 (Figure 4.3) (Lehman
2001:76). This church went through a series of alterations, which concluded two main
churches being built. These two churches were built by the local congregations, the first
in 1855 and the second in 1879, and are associated with the cemetery. The only church
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that still stands was built in 1912 and is located across the street from the project area.
One advantage of historical archaeology is the availability of historical documentation
such as photography. The photographic evidence presented here was originally collected
as part of archival background research on the history of Berne, Indiana. Images used in
this section originated by the Berne Public Library Heritage Room or were scanned from
Sprunger (1938) or Lehman (1982). For a more in-depth account of the historical
accounts of the Berne church, see Lehman (1982).

Figure 4.4 Baumgartner Mennonite Church 1860. Preserved at the Swiss Heritage
Village, Berne Indiana. Photo taken by Jennifer Hildebrand.

The first Mennonite Congregation that was established in Indiana before the
arrivals of the 1852 Swiss migrants built the “Baumgartner Church” in 1860 in French
Township. This church has been preserved and is currently located at the Swiss Heritage
outdoor museum (Lehman 2001:75). An image of this church is provided to exhibit what
the construction of the earliest churches would have looked like.
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Figure 4.5 1856-1857 Church (known as the 1855 Church) was located on the corner
of Main Street and State Street. No photograph exists of this church (Sprunger,
1938:9).
The cemetery was associated with the original Berne Mennonite population
(1852-1896), a group of 70-80 immigrants of mostly members of the Sprunger family and
their kin. They arrived from the Jura Mountains in Switzerland in 1852 and are associated
with two no longer extant churches (Lehman 1982:1).
In 1855 the local Berne Mennonite congregation decided to build a church. This
first church was constructed between 1856 and 1857 near the intersection of Main Street
and State Street, the exact location of which remains unknown. It was a one and a half
story timber frame structure with a wood clapboard exterior, brick foundation, and a
shake roof. According to historic documents it was approximately 28 by 30 feet (8.5344
by 9.1444 meters) with a small addition in the northwest corner. No photographs exist of
this church, but a line drawing dating to 1912 can be seen in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.6. The 1879 Church (Sprunger, 1938:39)
In 1879 a new church was constructed due to the increasing size of the
congregation. S.F. Sprunger’s Berne Congregation built this church. According to
Sprunger, some thought this church was too fancy and stylish (Sprunger 1938:36). It was
constructed on the south side of Main Street across from the cemetery and old church,
was shortly thereafter dismantled after being bought by David Sprunger for $25.00 and
used to construct horse sheds for the new church. These horse sheds stood for over 30
years until around 1910 (Sprunger 1938:40).
This church was a one and a half story timber structure and was approximately 40
by 60 feet (12.192 by 18.288 meters). Headstones in the extreme right of the photograph
dating between 1886 and 1899 are visible (Figure 4.6). This second church was expanded
in 1899, and continued to exist until 1912 when the new and extant church was built.
“The “baby room” was in the northeast corner, off the foyer. There were two entrances in
the foyer leading into the church proper in line with the outside ones, and the foyer was
wide enough to allow coffins to be placed there, this was a change from the old church.
The cemetery was right beside the old church and, whenever there was a funeral,
the burial took place first with the services following in the church. “Some time after the
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new church was built the coffins were placed in the foyer between the two entrances (one
for men and one for women) and the men and women walked out simultaneously to view
the corpse.” (Sprunger 1938:41).
The two churches, the Christian Sprunger Congregation and the S.F. Sprunger
members held communion together in 1883 (Lehman 1982:47). They joined together in
alteration plans because the 1866 church had become too small to accommodate
members. During this time, members from the Baumgartner Church started attending
services at the United Church of Berne due to winter weather and difficulties with travel,
which increased the amount of people who attended.

Figure 4.7. The 1879 church above before alterations. Photo on file at the Berne Public
Library

	
  

	
  

Figure 4.8. The church after the 1886 alterations (Sprunger, 1938:4)
From the period of 1886-1900, the time when the three churches in town all
united, many structural and cultural changes took place. It has been documented that at
this time, a large revival occurred. From July to August of 1886, it was estimated that
over 100 young people were converted to the faith (Sprunger 1938:47).

Figure 4.9. Same church after 1899 alteration in 1902. The southwest corner of the old
cemetery is located north of the church across from what is now Main Street.
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In 1899, the congregation continued to grow and the church was once again too
small to accommodate it. A vote took place to enlarge the building for a second time.
This alteration did not affect the general floor plan layout of the building that much, but
the seating increased from 255 persons to 1,000 persons. The most noticeable change
consisted of adding a bell, a controversial change that ultimately had a favorable vote.
The northeast and southeast corners were built out, the east gallery was widened, and the
steeple was added (Sprunger 1938:61-62). According to Lehman (1982), the photo in
Figure 4.7 is from the Meeting of General Conference in 1899 and the above photo
appears to be cropped from the photo in the book, Pilgrimage of a congregation: First
Mennonite Church, Berne, Indiana, but only slightly (Lehman 1982:55).
In Figure 4.7, the location of the tool/storage shed and the space between the
gravestones, in addition to the location of the fence, indicate that the cemetery had not yet
reached full capacity at its closing in 1896 (Neuenschwander 2002: Addendum H). It is
important to note that all gravestones had been removed, though no sources discuss the
process. However, during archaeological excavations, a fragment of a piece of footstone
was uncovered when topsoil was being removed, though a point provenience was
unobtainable. This footstone contained the inscription of “J. S”(Kim Smith, June 25,
2012). Within the list of those possibly buried at the Old Mennonite Cemetery, “Daughter
of Abraham J. Sprunger” is listed (Neuenschwander 2002, Anon. Red Book:4).
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Figure 4.10. Both images overlaid on top of each to display structural changes.

Photographic analysis has been utilized within this thesis for the analysis of
historical photographs. The type of information available through photographic analysis
demonstrates aesthetic, material, cultural, and historical contexts. The historical context
could be argued to be of most importance. By observing context, one can gain
information on why the photo was taken or who was the intended audience, who took the
photo, where the photo was taken (location), and when the photo was taken (temporal).
Two separate images of the church from before the 1890s and after the 1890s were
separately scanned in from a text (Sprunger, 1938), placed into a Word document, and
uploaded into Photoshop 2003 as separate layers. These photos were overlaid onto each
other with the image from the post 1890s identified as the bottom layer and the image
from the pre 1890s superimposed on the top (Figure 4.8).
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Many differences can be observed through analyzing the structural changes from

the first photograph to the second photograph. The first noticeable change is the addition
of the steeple and bell. The location of the cemetery is present on the right edge of both
photos. What appears to be a white headstone is visible in both photos, along with the
location of the storage shed associated with the cemetery. A fence was added to enclose
the cemetery from the road and encloses this small structure within the fence. The road,
which appears to be Main Street based on old maps, consists of a packed dirt road in the
1886 photo. In the 1899 photo this road is white, suggesting some sort of construction
introducing possible gravel or white material for better travel. The walkway from the
road over the ditch to the cemetery is present in both photos and has not changed
location. A new addition in this area is the introduction large poles alongside the ditch
and one within the front frame of the 1899 photo. I interpreted these large poles as
possible telephone lines or some sort of utility pole, though at this time Mennonite people
were not using this technology. Another observable structural change includes the
window treatments. The shape of the windows, as well as an addition of a window on the
northeast side (visible on the right side of the 1899 photo), is noticeable. The window
count went from four to six. The east side of the building no longer protruded out after
the 1899 alteration. The horse sheds are also visible within both photos, but only viewed
on the uncropped 1899 version discovered after analysis.
Photographic analysis can provide information on the physical environment. For
example, Sprunger notes that “on December 30, 1884, Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Baumgartner’s infant daughter died. The weather was bad and the roads absolutely
impassable so Mr. Sommer carried the coffin on his shoulders through the woods to the
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Berne Cemetery” (Sprunger 1938:47). If Mr. Sommer was starting in a location far from
the cemetery it makes sense that he might walk through some woods. Based on the
photos, tree cover is observable in the far distance but nowhere near the cemetery. Those
trees have been cleared.
Arrival of the Railroad
On Christmas day in 1871, the Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad (GR&I)
arrived in Berne and provided the community the opportunity to acquire goods that were
previously not deliverable to Berne due to inadequate roads (Lehman 2001:16). The
presence of a railroad and railroad station provided new opportunities for trade and
commerce with communities outside of Berne and its surrounding area. In 1890, Berne
was considered a station for the GR&I railroad, which brought improvements to the
town, such as the paving of main street in 1901 and the installation of electric lights in
1904 (Heller 1979:160). The railroad is used in this thesis as a temporal indicator for
observing material culture in the archaeological record. This is further discussed within
Chapter Six, with statistical analysis of the archaeological data.
History of Exhumations
Although the church stood until 1912, interments in the Old Berne Mennonite
Cemetery only continued until 1896, with interments between the fall of 1892 and early
1896 done on a very limited basis (Neuenschwander 2002:2). The primary reason for this
was the construction of the new Mennonite Reformed Evangelical (MRE) Cemetery on
the western edge of town in 1892 (Neuenschwander 2002). A series of exhumations took
place shortly thereafter.
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Some relocations were personal preferences of families, wanting earlier decedents

to be reinterred in the cemeteries where other family members were already interred or
would be interred in the future. An example of this appears in The Berne Witness on May
16, 1901, on page 5: “Last Monday, the four corpses of children belonging to the family
of Mrs. Peter Aeschbacher of Decatur were removed from their previous resting place in
the old cemetery by the Mennonite church and taken to Decatur where they were reinterred in the Maple Grove [Maplewood] Cemetery in the family lot where their father
rests” (Neuenschwander 2002:Attachment A).
In addition, in February of 1908, Jacob Huser, a Monroe Township Trustee,
issued a public notice in The Berne Witness on page 1, stating that the adjacent road
going past the old graveyard (which is now State Highway 21) was to be widened and
macadamized, as well as a relocation of fencing (The Berne Witness, Feb. 14, 1908). This
was a road improvement technique where the roadbed was smoothed and gravels placed
on it and then pressed down to make a smoother surface. This notice read, “All persons
having relatives…not wishing to see their graves destroyed will please remove them at
once” (The Berne Witness, Feb 14, 1908) (See Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.11. The Berne Witness, Feb. 14 1908, Public Notice

A subsequent news article from the same paper a month later (March 13, 1908)
stated that health officers had issued permits for re-interments to the M.R.E. cemetery.
The first people to be disinterred were members of the A. A. Sprunger family and the C.
W. Baumgartner family. The disinterments were handled by John Kirchhofer, C. C.
Burry, and Joseph Moser, who were contracted for the job (BW, 13 March 1908) (Figure
4.9). The author of this article noted that since the opening of the M.R.E. Cemetery, the
old cemetery had been in a rather dilapidated condition (Neuenschwander
2002:Attachment A).
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Figure 4.12. The Berne Witness, March 1908, Public Notice

A final push to remove a large number of interments from the old cemetery
occurred in 1920 when the February 14 edition of The Berne Witness reported that the
Building Committee of the First Mennonite Church was soliciting bids for the removal of
all bodies remaining in the old cemetery, and the reinterment of them in the M.R.E.
Cemetery 1.5 miles west of Berne (Figure 4.13). In 1920, automobiles parked at the
church were parked within the church horse stables located south of the cemetery
(observable in Figure 4.4). This action was deemed a safety hazard due to the possibility
of fire. It was decided that a car-parking garage, which later became a parking lot, was to
be built on the site of the Old Cemetery, which resulted in the above notice
(Neuenschwander 2002). Removal and relocation began in March. This is evident in The
Berne Witness article written on March 23, 1920, that stated that “About 150 bodies
remain there and these will all be removed to the M.R.E cemetery west of town” (Figure
4.13).

	
  

	
  
The same newspaper article notes that L.A. Sprunger, Emanuel Liechty, and
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Daniel Stucky were the persons to contact for removing friends or relatives from the
cemetery. Workmen reporting to these three individuals began to remove the bodies on
that day. The story related that the last interment was made about 26 years ago [this
would place it circa 1894] (The Berne Witness, March 23, 1920). Julia Beitler Liechty’s
father participated in the burial removals as a volunteer. According to her memories of
her father’s stories about his experience, when graves were moved, two ropes were
placed underneath the coffins in order to lift them out of the grave shafts. If the wood was
too weak or disintegrated the wood would break and the individuals would be removed,
leaving the coffin or casket behind (personal communication, Julia Leichty). The
presence of wood in previously exhumed burials is consistent with the archaeological
record.

Figure. 4.14 The Berne Witness, Feb. 14, 1920
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Figure 4.13. The Berne Witness, March 23, 1920
In 1923, it became obvious that all of the burials had not been removed to the
M.R.E. Cemetery. The Adams County Witness published an article on October 24th
explaining how a Hofstetter ditching machine had ripped through the middle of 10 burials
(Figure 4.11) (Adams County Witness [ACW], 24 October 1923). The article went on to
say that “There is no means by which the graves may be identified and they will probably
be closed again with the ditch, unless anyone desires to remove the remains to the other
cemetery” (ACW, 24 October 1923). It was also stated in the article that several older
residents of Berne remembered another row of graves to the east, which would have been
underneath the macadamized road. There was no indication that either of these rows of
burials was moved at the time.
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Figure 4.15. October 24, 1923, Adams County Witness

M.R.E. Cemetery
The M.R.E. Cemetery, as stated above, was created when the request was denied
to expand the Old Berne Cemetery. The Mennonite Church, along with the Evangelical
and Reformed Churches purchased the land that is now the M.R.E. Cemetery. At this
point, the old cemetery became inactive (Neuenschwander and Adams 2002). According
to Moser (2002), at the time the M.R.E was created, about 60% of the town was
Mennonite. As the newspaper articles exhibit, individuals exhumed from the cemetery
were re-interred to this location into a large unmarked re-burial plot. Today a large
marker commemorates those individuals once buried in the Old Cemetery. The M.R.E.
will also serve as the final resting place for those individuals recently excavated.

	
  

	
  

Figure 4.16. “In Memory of about 112 unknown reburied here from Old Berne
Mennonite Cemetery- 1920, Awaiting the Resurrection.” M.R.E. Cemetery. Photo
taken by Jennifer Hildebrand.
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Data and Archaeological Methods
Introduction
A cemetery exists not only for the deceased on a practical level, but also, more
importantly, for the living. A wealth of information can be gathered from the
archaeological study of a historic cemetery. Such information involves insight into a
“society’s culture, sociopolitical organization, ethnic identities, economic relationships,
and ideology” (Silverman 2002:167). The archaeological evidence of burial grounds can
relate, on a wider level, to social and cultural issues beyond that of death. For example,
by focusing on evidence such as the use of space and material culture, it is possible to
observe integration with wider trends within a particular community, cultural group or
time period (Mytum 2004:42).
The overall purpose of this thesis is to address the topic of Mennonite burial
practices and more specifically, Mennonite burial practices of children, as reflected
within the archaeological record and extant historical and cultural documentation. In this
chapter, the archaeological excavation methods used during removal and relocation of
remains from the Old Mennonite Cemetery are discussed, along with the data.
Archaeological Excavation Methods
After a geophysical survey was conducted in 2009, mechanical stripping of the
overburden soil was removed down to 40 cm below ground surface. Soil was
systematically removed by a backhoe, then removed more precisely by shovel skimming
in order to identify the location of the graveshafts. The locations were mapped and a
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number was given to each burial. Once archaeological excavations began, professional
archaeologists and biological anthropologists carefully excavated each graveshaft by
hand. Trowels were used to expose the top outlines of either vault or burial box outline.
Opening photos were taken as well as drawn in plan view. Excavations were conducted
using wooden tools in order to avoid any damage to skeletal remains or artifacts. When
skeletal remains were exposed, photographs were taken and maps were drawn. Graves
were then excavated to expose the base of the vault or burial container, at which time
additional photos were taken and maps drawn.
Each burial was documented with excavation forms that were filled out at all
stages of excavation in great detail. Soil was screened through ¼ or 1/8 inch hardware
cloth depending on preservation and the level of artifacts present in order to identify
small artifacts or bone fragments. Once all skeletal material and associated artifacts were
removed, if present, photos were taken and maps were drawn. Preservation across the site
varied with artifact and burial location.
Excavated Remains
A total of 129 (100%) grave features were excavated. The graves were either
exhumed, partially exhumed, or non-exhumed. The graves that are identified as exhumed
are those where the bodies were previously removed, as discussed in Chapter Four. The
graves that are identified as partially exhumed have had the bodies removed as well,
however not fully. Finally the graves that are identified as non-exhumed are fully intact.
Since the goal of this thesis is to focus on the non-adult population, age categories were
delineated and assigned to each grave based on a number of variables that include the
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Symmetric Measures
remains of the individual (when observable) and the associated artifacts, such as the size
Value

Approx. Sig.

of Nominal
vault or by
burial
box or grave
and.281
the process of
Nominal
Phi location. Age categorization
.097
Cramer's V

.097

.281

identification are discussed in further detail below.
N of Valid Cases

124

Of the 124 graves identified, 45 (36%) graves were exhumed, 58 (47%) were
Adult/Non-adult
* Exhumation
partially exhumed, and 21 (17%) were non-exhumed
(Figure 5.1).
Crosstab
Count
Exhumation
partially
exhumed

exhumed
Adult/Non-adult

Adult
Non-adult

Total

Non-exhumed

Total

9

21

4

34

36

37

17

90

45

58

21

124

Chi-Square Tests

Table 5.1. Age categories of burials and exhumationAsymp.
status Sig.
for adult and non-adult.
Value

Further
results
based on age
Pearson
Chi-Square

df

a
categorization

4.235

(2-sided)

show that
graves, 9 were
2 of the adult
.120

Likelihood Ratio

4.251

2

.119

Linear-by-Linear
Association

.001

1

.972

N of Valid Cases

124

exhumed, 21 were partially exhumed, and 4 were non-exhumed. The results for the nonadult burials show that 36 were exhumed, 37 were partially exhumed and 17 were nonexhumed
(Table
5.1).
a. 0 cells
(.0%)
have expected count less than 5. The minimum
expected count is 5.76.

Osteological Analysis Symmetric Measures
Value

Approx. Sig.

At the
time this thesis
human remains
Nominal
by Nominal
Phi was completed, the
.185
.120analysis was still in
Cramer's V

.185

.120

progress at the University of Indianapolis, therefore, all data used is in preliminary form,
N of Valid Cases

124

accessed by AMEC, and interpreted by myself. An analysis was conducted on 74 burials

Adult/Non-adult * Railroad

where information from bone was obtainable. These burials were assessed as either ‘nonCrosstab

adult’
or ‘adult’ (Table 5.2). The age cutoff for this analysis is defined as 0-20 for nonCount
adults and 20+ for adults (Buikstra and Railroad
Ubelaker 1994; Moore-Jansen 1994). All data
pre
Adult/Non-adult
Total

post

Total

Adult

12

14

26

Non-adult

34

43

77

46

57

103
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here are subject to revision prior to publication by the University of Indianapolis.
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Count

Bone
yes
Adult/Non-adult

no

Total

Adult

21

13

34

Non-adult

53

37

90

74

50

124

Total

Chi-Square Tests

Table 5.2. Exhibits the presence of bone among burials. Asymp. Sig.
Value

df

(2-sided)

Exact Sig. (2sided)

a

.085
1
Pearson
Chi-Square
Photos
of bone and field measurements
can provide
additional.771
information to
b

Continuity Correction

.007

1

.931

Likelihood Ratio

.085

1

.770

ascertain age estimation. Based on field documentation, 17 burials contained bone
measurements,
such
as long bone measurements, or age assessments based on other
Fisher's Exact
Test
Linear-by-Linear

.084

1

.839

.772

osteological
evidence such as epiphyseal closures. Some infield bone measurements were
Association
N of Valid Cases
taken
on burials where long bones were124
present. Burials of younger individuals had
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 13.71.

b. Computed
onlyclosures
for a 2x2
table
mention
of epiphyseal
indicating
younger ages such as with Burials F11.5 and F

11.75. These individuals were
estimated
at 5-7 years for F11.75 and age from birth to 1
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month for F11.5.
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Approx. Sig.

.026
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Cramer's
V
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Age assessments were
documented
in the field
in the form of.771
burial forms,
N of Valid Cases
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photos, and field drawings. Burials that possessed these assessments included; B3, C5,

Adult/Non-adult
* Brick
E21,
E22, F11.5, F11.75, G6.5,
G11, G12, G13, G14, G15, G16, H15, H16, I3, and K1.
Crosstab the final age categories of burials in statistical
These ages were included in determining
Count

analysis and spatial distribution. For example, burials E21, F11.5, F11.75, G6.5, G12,
Brick

yes present no
Totalstate of preservation
G13, G14, G16, and H15 all had long bone
in good enough
Adult/Non-adult

Adult

10

24

34

Non-adult

19

71

90

29

95

124

to obtain measurements. Long bone lengths and epiphyseal fusion was used to estimate
Total

Exact Sig
sided)
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the age of children (Pfau and Sciulli 1994:165) A tooth was present in burial G15, which
could provide insight on age, pending results (Smith and Avishai 2005).
Excavated Artifacts
Artifacts from the site vary from burial to burial, although patterns of conformity
among the burials are evident. For the purpose of this study, artifact categories were
established based on field documentation, such as the artifact catalogue. After
excavations were completed, artifacts were housed and analyzed at the AMEC
archaeological laboratory in Louisville, Kentucky. These artifacts include personal items
such as buttons and clothing fabric, as well as items associated with burial containers
such as coffin hardware, glass, brick, shell, nails, and wood.
In addition to personal items, information about the burials was analyzed, such as
through size and type of burial container (coffin/casket); coffin construction or shipping
crate presence; location and spatial distribution; type of coffin hardware and any
decoration or symbolism associated with it; the presence of shells and their meaning;
buttons, cloth, and any indication of clothing or burial shroud; and viewing glass plates.
These attributes can be consistent with those noted in comparative cemeteries and within
documented 19th century burial practices.
Artifacts can provide insight into the type of burial technique used. When
addressing the different types of interments utilized within this cemetery, six were
identified during excavation. These included the presence of a vault, the presence of a
vault lid only, the presence of a shipping crate, the presence of a shipping crate with slats
only (i.e., a bottomless shipping crate), the use of a brick vault, and an unidentified
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technique that was suggested to be a large tool box utilized as a vault to hold the burial
container of a child burials (AMEC personal communication).
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Analysis of Data
	
  
Data identified in the previous chapter are discussed in terms of the types of
analyses carried out for the purpose of this thesis. In order to analyze child burials, age
categories were determined and assessed within the context of the archaeological site.
How to determine age based on biological and cultural age categories are presented here,
along with a discussion of how utilizing the two approaches creates a better
understanding of age within Berne Mennonites from a historical context and how this is
evident within the archaeological record when discussing such things as spatial
distribution of graves. The excavation data in combination with age was analyzed
statistically using SPSS. Results are presented, along with descriptions of artifact
categories.
Age determination
Several terms can be used for describing a child, including sub-adult, non-adult,
or pre-adult. When describing children, regardless of the term used, it is important to
note whether the definition is based on biological age or cultural age. Western societies
generally define the transition from childhood to adulthood based on age – with eighteen
to twenty one years of age typically signifying adulthood. Other cultures define the
transition to adulthood based on ceremonial rituals or by levels of contributions to
society. Determining culturally appropriate age categorization in terms of biological
skeletal remains may help archaeologists better identify and understand children in a
historical context (Perry 2006). Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the archaeologist to

	
  
	
  
use both biological and cultural information available when addressing questions
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concerning a child’s activity and health from the past (Lewis 2007). As discussed in
Chapter Five, the definition used for a biological age categorization is 0-20 years old for
non-adults and 20+ years old for adults (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994; Moore-Jansen
1994). Further, for the purpose of this study, the age of baptism is used as a cultural
definition of the transition between non-adult and adult.
A variety of literature exists on Mennonite Baptism (Leland 1989; Kalmer 2002;
Penner 2005; Yoder 1984). Sources utilized in this thesis discuss the age at which
baptism typically occur within the Mennonite denomination. Two aspects of baptism are
of main focus, including the minimum age at which reception as a church member is
viable; and the question of losing a person when baptism was unduly postponed (Leland
1989). Currently, modern sources discuss the issue of the age of baptism decreasing over
time. An example of such includes the Kauffman-Harder study of five Mennonite
denominations from 1973, which documented a downward trend in the age of baptism
(Leland 1989). The study looked at different age groups and the average age at which
members in that group were baptized. The study showed that members over 50 years of
age were baptized at an average age of 16.3 years old. 30-49 year old members were
baptized at an average age of 14.9 years, and those under 30 were baptized at an average
age of 14.0 years (Leland 1989). Women were also observed to be baptized earlier than
men (Leland 1989). As mentioned previously, Anabaptists did not support infant baptism
and the age delineation between child and adult is more in question now then previously
in history. The following excerpt provides insight into historical Anabaptist views on age
and baptism.

	
  

	
  
The early Anabaptists believed that only those who were old enough to
make moral distinctions and choose between alternatives could confess
faith and become a member of the church. Children were considered
innocent until they developed conscience and reason. It then became
important to determine when a person’s “coming of age” occurred. If
baptism was to be reserved for those who had reached an age of
accountability, Anabaptists had to agree when this was. Commonly, it was
thought to be at the beginning of adolescence, around eleven or twelve
years of age (Wiebe, 46), although some early Anabaptists indicated it to
be around age thirty (Schwartz, 106). (Kalmer 2002:150-151)
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Mennonite church doctrine relies on the belief that individuals who are baptized
possess maturity and the ability to understand the concept of sin. Once baptized, believers
are certified as ready for membership in the church. Therefore, sources such as Yoder
(1959) argue that children should be guided in faith upon their own maturational levels of
understanding until they are at a level of accountability (Leland 1989). Historical sources
within Berne provide some insight into events of baptism. For example, Sprunger (1938)
discusses a revival in 1886 where young converts gave public testimony in song. It is
noted that over a hundred people were converted and that 51 members of the Sunday
school class were baptized (Sprunger 1938:47). However, the age of those members is
not reported. Based on the recorded historical Mennonite views concerning baptism, it is
reasonable to assign a typical age range for baptism from early adolescence to mid-late
teens for the early Berne Mennonite congregations. With age delineation between adults
and non-adults being defined as 0-20 and 20+, it is possible to provide an explanation for
the presence of non-adult burials within an adult row. In such burials, older juveniles are
below the age of 20, however if baptized, they would be culturally considered adults and
therefore, buried within adult rows as acting members of the church. When combining
the time of baptism (which has been stated to be around the age of 16) with the
preliminary osteological analysis, it is possible to gain a better understand of age within

	
  
	
  
Mennonite society during the mid to late nineteenth century and how age is reflected
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within the spatial layout of age categories within a mortuary context.
Physical indicators and cultural implications
Biological techniques, along with historical and archaeological data, provide
insights into cultural roles and contributions of children within socially determined age
categories (Perry 2006). A bioarchaeologist can gain much information when observing
biological evidence relating to social age categories through analyzing the skeletal
remains of a non-adult. As children grow, they pass through various physiological
stages that tend to correlate with the social age categories of weaning or adolescence
(Perry 2006). Adult physiological stages are less notable in skeletal remains. For this
reason, estimating non-adult age from skeletal remains is typically much more successful
than estimating adult age. The most common methods for determining non-adult age are
based on the stages of dental development, epiphyseal union, and the length of the long
bone (Perry 2006). Stable nitrogen isostopes and high frequencies of periostitis in a
child’s bones can provide evidence for weaning. Events of dietary stress can be evident
on the teeth, as well. Dietary availability, dependency on a mother, and timing of births
can be learned through obtaining age of weaning.
Various environmental factors can influence the outcome of gathering this type of
information. Preservation issues contribute to the overall bias associated with non-adult
remains. “Taphonomic studies have suggested that the unmineralized nature of sub adult
bones results in poorer preservation than that of adult skeletons in situations with
marginal skeletal preservation” (Perry 2006). However, in some sites “non-adult remains

	
  
	
  
can be better preserved then their adult counterparts” (Lewis 2007: 20). Mary Lewis
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attributes this bias that children will be poorly preserved in any archaeological context to
a “widespread neglect of studies into infant and child skeletal remains, whose numbers
are often believed to be too small for statistical analysis and meaningful research” (Lewis
2007: 20). Other possible explanations of the lack of studies on infant and child skeletal
remains are that excavators miss smaller less well-preserved bones, or that non-adult
bones are more fragile and tend to break – requiring time-consuming reconstructive effort
on the part of investigators.
Scholars are using cultural age categories within social archaeology to identify
cultural age categories in combination with biological analysis (Agarwal and Glencross
2011). When skeletal material is not present, identifying child burials is possible through
other attributes observable within the archaeological record. McKillop (1995) examined
features that differentiated children’s graves from those of adults and developed a model
for identifying children’s graves in Nineteenth-Century cemeteries that have either a lack
of historical documentation, poor skeletal preservation, or a small sample size (McKillop
1995:77). Techniques utilized by McKillop to define patterns of child grave such as the
remains themselves, their associated artifacts, and historical documentation, are applied
to the Old Berne Cemetery to identify non-adult graves in the absence of skeletal
remains.
Methods used to identify a child burial pattern within McKillop (1995) consisted
of studying the “shape and size of the coffins; the size, number, and motif on coffin
handles; the presence of coffin plates and viewing glasses; and the presence of buttons
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and shroud pins” (McKillop 1995:82). These methods were applied to the analysis of
artifacts recovered during the archaeological excavation of the Old Berne Cemetery.
Statistical Methods
The first variable determined was that of age. This variable is ordinal (1=adult,
2=non-adult), and becomes the independent variable for all subsequent analysis. Once
age was determined within the parameter of this thesis, all other archaeological data
observed within the archaeological record were inputted into an excel database
spreadsheet and uploaded into SPSS for descriptive statistical analysis.
In this analysis, the independent variable consists of the ordinal variable age
(1=adult, 2=non-adult), while the dependent variable consists of the nominal variables of
artifact category: bone, rate of exhumation, various burial container configurations
(presence of vault, vault construction, presence of coffin or casket, etc.), glass, buttons,
brick, fabric, shells, and coffin hardware. General descriptive statistics were used to
evaluate the frequencies of occurrence and distribution of the variables used in this
analysis. Cross tabulations were utilized to compare the ratios of artifacts as being present
or absent among adult and non-adults burials. This type of analysis provides information
on the level of artifacts associated with burials of different ages.
Pearson Chi-Square tests were used to evaluate all comparisons. A Pearson’s ChiSquare tests the independence of two categorical variables to see if the variables are
associated without implying causation (Field 2009). The value of the correlation indicates
strength of association. The p-value was used to evaluate the significance of association
and represents the probability of finding results similar to those observed in the current
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comparison by chance alone. A p value less than .05 indicates a significant correlation
between the variables. Throughout this study, sample sizes were considered sufficiently
large to warrant use of the Chi-Square rather than the Likelihood Ratio test.
Phi and Cramer’s V were the specific statistics used in all comparisons. Phi is a
measure of the strength of association between two nominal categorical variables ranging
from (-1 to 1). Phi is used with 2 x 2 contingency tables (which have two categorical
variables) and each variable has only two categories. Within the variant of Phi, n is the
total number of observations. Cramer’s V on the other hand, is the measure of the
strength of association between the two nominal categorical variables used when one of
these variables have more than two categories. The range of Cramer’s V is 0 to 1. (Field
2009:784). Cramer’s V has a stronger correlation as the value approaches 1 and Phi has a
stronger correlation as the value approaches -1 or 1.
The first method used to identify biological age categories within the Old Berne
Cemetery is through burial box length, whether it is a coffin or a casket. McKillop (1995)
demonstrated a method to identify child burials based on burial box length calculations.
Using this length data for child burials when age was known and comparing them to
similar data from known adult burials, McKillop demonstrated a statistically significant
difference in coffin length between the two populations (McKillop 1995:82).
Using this methodology, the burials at the Berne Cemetery were examined based
on osteological data, which was available for most burial sites, and burial box lengths,
which were available for most sites. A histogram of the results is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Distribution of coffin length within the Old Berne Cemetery.
In terms of predicting age, a binary logistic regression model was developed
based on coffin length (McKillop 1995). Binary logistic regression models outcome for
nominal variables with exactly two categories (Field 2009:782). Burials with coffins or
caskets were utilized here (n=124). Burials that did not include a burial container were
not applicable to this test, only those with a burial type. However if burial boxes were not
present, the size of the graveshaft was measured as a proxy of coffin length.
A Mann-Whitney U Test is a non-parametric test that compares the difference in
an interval scale variable between two groups. This test ranks the data from smallest to
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largest and was used to rank coffin length within the site. The results are shown in Figure
6.2 and indicate a significant difference (p = .000) in coffin length between age groups.
The use of p-value provides a framework to understand the probable occurrence
of the differences observed within this dataset. Statistical analysis provides an avenue to
“quantify the confidence we can have in our inferences” of the data (Rossiter 2009:4).
The experiment-wise alpha level was maintained at 0.05.
Statistical Results
Each data set consisting of the dependent variables is presented with the results of
the cross tabulations. The first test evaluates the presence and absence of artifacts within
adults and non-adults burials. The second test evaluates the presence and absence of
artifacts in relation to the temporal time before and after the arrival of the railroad. The
third test evaluates the distribution of artifacts among adults and non-adults before and
after the arrival of the railroad as a combination of the first two analyses. Significant and
non-significant results are discussed
The result of the logistic regression concluded that coffin length was a highly
significant predictor of age. Given this, unstandardized beta coefficients and the constants
developed from the model were used to predict age. The cultural implication of such
results will be evident within the analysis of the cemetery’s spatial distribution (See
appendix A). These results suggest that 90% of all burials were correctly aged based on
coffin length. Burials that were originally unable to be identified as adult or non-adult
based on osteology included burials D7, E2, D6, D8, and G9. With the results of the
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Table 6.2. The presence of adult and non-adult burials by pre- and post-railroad.
By addressing the presence or absence of variables within the archaeological data
in comparison to the temporal date of the railroad, insight can be gathered on the level of
participation within the broader Victorian culture of mortuary practices in 19th century
America. The identification of burial date ranges was conducted by AMEC (Smith 2011).
These dates were used to place burials within either pre- or post-railroad time periods.
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occurred pre-railroad
and 55% 57
post-railroad.
Adult/Non-adult
* Wood
96.6%A Pearson’s 2Chi-Square
3.4%
Adult/Non-adult *

100.0%

106

82.2%

23

17.8%

129

100.0%

Railroad *
106
Adult/Non-adult
* Bone
Shipping_crate_with_slats

82.2%

23

17.8%

129

100.0%

Railroadof
* Brick_vault
82.2%
Presence
bone among burials 106
Crosstab

23

17.8%

129

100.0%

23

17.8%

129

100.0%

23

17.8%

129

100.0%

25

19.4%

129

100.0%

129

100.0%

129

100.0%

pre- and post-railroad time (p=0.859).

Railroad * Tool_box

106

82.2%

Railroad * Glass

106

82.2%

Railroad * Buttons

104

80.6%

106

82.2%

106

82.2%

106

82.2%

Count

Railroad

Railroad * Burial_box

pre

Adult/Non-adult

yes

Adult

Railroad * Burial_type

Non-adult

Railroad * Fabric
Railroad * Total
Wood

Bone

no

8
24

post
Railroad
* Adult/Non-adult
Exhumation

Adult
106

82.2% 32
82.2% 12

Railroad * Adult/Non-adult

Non-adult
103

79.8% 25

106

Total

23
23
23

Total

4
10

17.8%
17.8%

12
34

129

100.0%

23 14 17.8%
2 17.8%
23

46

129

100.0%

14

129

100.0%

26

18 20.2%

43

129

100.0%

20

57

37

17.8%

59

3.4% 100.0% 59
129

Railroad
106
82.2%and 54% occurred
23
17.8%
46%* Hardware
of adult burials occurred
pre-railroad
post railroad. 129
44%

Adult/Non-adult *
Railroad * Burial_type

59

59
59
59
59

Railroad * Bone
Table 6.3. Count of burials
pre- and post-railroad that contain bone.
Crosstab
Count
Bone
yes
Railroad
Total

no

Total

pre

32

15

47

post

38

21

59

70

36

106

Table 6.4 Bone present in relation to pre and post railroad.
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The presence of bone among burials relates to the series of previous exhumations

(Table 5.2). Results concluded that the presence of bone with age was not significant
(p=0.771). The presence of bone cross-tabulated with the temporal time of the railroad
was not significant (p= .691). The presence of bone cross-tabulated with age and pre- and
post-railroad resulted in a non-significant result for pre-railroad (p=.800) and a significant
result for post-railroad (p=.060), indicating that the presence of bone post-railroad was
significant (Table 6.4).
Rate of Exhumation
As mentioned in Chapter Four, a series of exhumations took place in the early
1900s. One area of analysis that can contribute to possible gained information is whether
Symmetric
Measures
burials were previously
exhumed,
as posed within the research question within chapter
Value

Approx. Sig.

one.
The ratio betweenPhiadults, either wholly
or partially .281
exhumed versus that of children
Nominal by Nominal
.097
Cramer's V

.097

.281

can provide information on status of age within society. If individuals were not exhumed
N of Valid Cases

124

then why were they left behind? Were they moved in the same manner and if not then

Adult/Non-adult * Exhumation

what were the factors that contributed to this?
Crosstab

Count
Exhumation
exhumed
Adult/Non-adult

Adult
Non-adult

Total

partially
exhumed

Non-exhumed

Total

9

21

4

34

36

37

17

90

45

58

21

124

Chi-Square Tests
Asymp.
Sig.
Table. 6.5 Count of burialsValue
in terms ofdfexhumed,
partially
exhumed and non(2-sided)
exhumed.
a
Pearson Chi-Square

4.235

2

.120

Likelihood Ratio

4.251

2

.119

Linear-by-Linear
Association

.001

1

.972

N of Valid Cases

124

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum
expected count is 5.76.
Symmetric Measures

Symmetric Measures
Value

Railroad
pre

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

.

N of Valid Cases

	
  

post

Approx. Sig.

a

46

	
  
83
Nominal by Nominal
Phi
.109
.411
Adult burials consistedCramer's
of 26% Vexhumed, 62%
partially exhumed,
and 12 % non.109
.411
N of Valid Cases

57

Chi-Square
Tests
exhumed. Non-adult burials consisted
of 40%
exhumed, 41% partially exhumed, and
a. No statistics are computed because Wood is a constant.

Asymp. Sig.
Value
df
(2-sided)
Railroad
19% non-exhumed. A total of 36% of burials were exhumed, 47%
partially exhumed, and

Adult/Non-adult
* Exhumation
pre
Pearson Chi-Square

17% non-exhumed.
Likelihood Ratio
Count

.675

.833
Crosstab

2

.659

1

.669

.182

N of Valid Cases

46

Adult/Non-adult

Likelihood Ratio

Exhumation
exhumed c

14.499

Adult

partially
exhumed

2

Non-adult

Linear-by-Linear
Total
Association
post

2

Linear-by-Linear
Association

Railroad Pearson Chi-Square
post
pre

b

.786

Non-adult

.001

7

12

8

34

11

46

14

0

14

18

9

43

9

57

2

.000

.025

1

.875

057

10

16

Total

3

19.691
12

Adult/Non-adult
N of Valid CasesAdult

Non-exhumed

2
16
23

b. 2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum
Total count is 2.87.
16
32
expected
c. 2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum
expected count is 2.21.

Table 6.6. Count of burials by exhumation in relation to railroad.
Page 55

Symmetric Measures
Value

Railroad
pre

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

.131

.675

Cramer's V

.131

.675

N of Valid Cases
post

Nominal by Nominal
N of Valid Cases

Approx. Sig.

46
Phi

.504

.001

Cramer's V

.504

.001

57

SPLIT FILE OFF.
CROSSTABS
Table
6.7. Results showing a post-railroad significant for exhumations.
/TABLES=Railroad BY Bone Brick Shell Hardware Burial_container Vault V
id_only Vault_nails Shipping_crate Shipping_crate_with_slats Brick_vault
The statistical results show that exhumations pre-railroad were not significant
box Glass Buttons Burial_box Burial_type Type Fabric Wood Exhumation Adu
adult but exhumations during the post-railroad period were significant (p=.001).
(p=.675)
/FORMAT=AVALUE TABLES
These
results indicate that a higher
/STATISTICS=CHISQ
PHI percentage of exhumations occurred post-railroad,
/CELLS=COUNT
which
correlates with the dates of previous exhumations.
/COUNT ROUND CELL.

Crosstabs
[DataSet11] X:\My Documents\Data\Jenny data.sav
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For the purpose of this research, the category of burial box indicates that a burial
box was present. An example of a burial box is a coffin or casket. Data within the
category of burial box were coded as 1 being present and 2 being not present. The basic
construction of a coffin consists of six boards, which make up the head, foot, two sides,
lid, and bottom of the coffin (Lawrence et al 2009). In terms of non-adult burials, 15.5%
were interred in a four-sided casket, where none of the adult burials were buried in a
casket. Six sided coffins at the site ranged from 215 cm in length to 29 cm. Four sided
caskets ranged in size from
124 cm
to 59 cm in length.
Symmetric
Measures
Value
Nominal
by Nominal
Results
of the

Approx. Sig.

Phi concluded that 70.5%
-.148 of adult burials
.103
counts
had a burial box and
Cramer's V

.148

.103

within
29% of the adult burials, a burial box was
not present. Non-adult burials had 64%
N of Valid Cases
122
present and 35% not present. Overall, 66% of the burials contained a burial box and 34%

Adult/Non-adult * Burial_box

a burial box was not present.

Crosstab

Count
Burial_box
yes
Adult/Non-adult

no

Total

Adult

24

10

34

Non-adult

58

32

90

82

42

124

Total

Chi-Square Tests

Table 6.8. Count of Presence/absence of burial box.
Asymp. Sig.
Value

df

a

Pearson Chi-Square

.416
b

(2-sided)

1

.519

Continuity Correction

.187

1

.666

Likelihood Ratio

.422

1

.516

Fisher's Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association

.413

N of Valid Cases

124

1

Exact Sig. (2sided)

Exact Sig. (1sided)

.671

.336

.521

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 11.52.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table
Symmetric Measures
Value

Approx. Sig.

Adult/Non-adult * Burial_box
Crosstab

	
   Count
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Burial_box
yes

Railroad
pre

Adult/Non-adult

Adult

3

12

28

6

34

37

9

46

Adult

14

0

14

Non-adult

28

15

43

42

15

57

Total
Adult/Non-adult

Total

9

Non-adult
post

no

Total

Table 6.9. Count of presence/absence of burial box pre- and post-railroad.
Symmetric Measures
Value

Railroad
pre

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

-.081

.581

.081

.581

Cramer's V
N of Valid Cases
post

Approx. Sig.

46

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

.341

.010

Cramer's V

.341

.010

N of Valid Cases

57

Adult/Non-adult * Burial_type
Table. 6.10 Results of the presence of burial box post-railroad.
Crosstab

Count

Results show significance for burial boxes
being present post railroad (p=.010)
Burial_type
non present

Railroad

coffin

casket

Total

and a non-significance for pre-railroad (p=.581). This indicates that the probably of the
pre

Adult/Non-adult

Adult

3

9

0

12

Non-adult
6
21
7
presence of a burial box post
railroad is statistically
significant.
Results
for 34
the presence
Total

9

30

7

46

0
14pre/post railroad
0
14 nonor post
absenceAdult/Non-adult
of a burial boxAdult
within a cross-tabulation
with
were

significantTotal
(p=.487).

Non-adult

16

20

7

43

16

34

7

57

Chi-Square Tests
Value

Railroad
pre

post

Pearson Chi-Square

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

df
c

2.954

2

.228

Likelihood Ratio

4.696

2

.096

Linear-by-Linear
Association

1.958

1

.162

N of Valid Cases

46
2

.002

2

.000

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio

d

12.554

17.481

Cramer's V

.177

N of Valid Cases

.410

57

Adult/Non-adult * Burial_container
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Crosstab

Count
Burial_
container
yes

Railroad
pre

Adult/Non-adult

Adult

12

12

Non-adult

34

34

46

46

Adult

14

14

Non-adult

43

43

57

57

Total
post

Adult/Non-adult
Total

Total

Table 6.11. Count of the presence of burial containers among adult and non-adult
burials pre- and post-railroad.
A burial container is identified as the type of feature the coffin or casket was
placed in as a burial technique. These include a shipping crate, a shipping crate with slats,
a vault, a vault lid only, a brick vault, a toolbox utilized as a container, or no burial
container if none was present. In terms of burials within adult and non-adult burials,
burials with no containers were not analyzed in SPSS because they were previously
exhumed and were not identifiable within this category. Each of these categories was
analyzed individually within SPSS and are presented in this chapter.
Burial type
Once the presence or absence of a burial box was identified, the burial type was
determined based on burials where a box was present. These include either a coffin or a
casket. A coffin is defined as six-sided burial box and a casket is rectangular in shape.

	
  
	
  
Wooden caskets became popular in North America during the 19th century (Mytum

87

2004:37). When a burial box was not present, it was coded as such.
In terms of count, 29% of adult burials did not have a burial type (due to previous
exhumation or partially exhumation where type was unidentifiable), 71% of adult burials
had a coffin, and 0% had a casket. In terms on non-adults, 38% did not have a burial type
(for the same reasons as the adult burials), 47% of non-adult burials had a coffin, and
16% had a casket.

Crosstab

Count
Burial_type
non present
Adult/Non-adult

coffin

casket

Adult

10

24

0

34

Non-adult

34

42

14

90

44

66

14

124

Total

Chi-Square Tests

Table 6.12. Count of burial type cross-tabulated with age.Asymp. Sig.
Value

df

a

(2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square

8.429

2

.015

Likelihood Ratio

11.984

2

.002

Linear-by-Linear
Association

.309

1

.578

N of Valid Cases

124

a. 1 cells (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 3.84.
Symmetric Measures
Value
Nominal by Nominal

Approx. Sig.

Phi

.261

.015

Cramer's V

.261

.015

N of Valid Cases

124

Adult/Non-adult * Fabric
Crosstab
Count

Total

Adult/Non-adult

Adult

10

24

0

34

Non-adult

34

42

14

90

44

66

14

124

Total

Chi-Square Tests
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Value

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

df
a

Pearson Chi-Square

8.429

2

.015

Likelihood Ratio

11.984

2

.002

Linear-by-Linear
Association

.309

1

.578

N of Valid Cases

124

a. 1 cells (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 3.84.
Symmetric Measures
Value
Nominal by Nominal

Approx. Sig.

Phi

.261

.015

Cramer's V

.261

.015

N of Valid Cases

124

Adult/Non-adult * Fabric

Table 6.13. Results showing a significance of coffin burial type.
Crosstab
CountStatistical analysis for cross-tabulation for the presence of coffin burials is
Fabric
significant (p=.015) with a significance for nominal-by-nominal
Phi and Cramer’s V
yes

no

Total

(p=.015). These results provide a statistical probability of coffins being present among
Adult/Non-adult

burials.
Total

Adult

13

21

34

Non-adult

12

78

90

25

99

124

Symmetric Measures
	
  

	
  

Value

Railroad
pre

89

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

.253

.228

Cramer's V

.253

.228

N of Valid Cases
post

Approx. Sig.

46

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

.469

.002

Cramer's V

.469

.002

N of Valid Cases

57

Adult/Non-adult * Fabric

Table 6.14. Results showing a significance of coffin burial type post-railroad.
Crosstab
CountStatistical analysis for the Pearson Chi-Square for the presence of coffins preFabric

railroad was not significant (p=.228) with a significance of (p=.002) post-railroad. The
yes

Railroad

no

Total

pre
Adult/Non-adult
5
7
12 present
significant
result
indicates thatAdult
it is statistically probable
for coffins
to be more
Non-adult

7

27

34

12

34

46

Adult

8

6

14

Non-adult

5

38

43

13

44

57

within the archaeological record.
Total

post

Vault	
  	
  
	
  

Adult/Non-adult
Total

A	
  vault	
  is	
  where	
  “a	
  wide	
  primary	
  grave	
  shaft	
  is	
  dug	
  to	
  a	
  depth	
  of	
  

approximately	
  3/12	
  or	
  4	
  feet,	
  at	
  the	
  bottom	
  of	
  which	
  is	
  dug	
  a	
  more	
  narrow,	
  
secondary	
  shaft,	
  into	
  which	
  the	
  coffin	
  or	
  casket	
  will	
  be	
  placed”	
  (Davidson	
  
2004:425).	
  This	
  shaft	
  is	
  then	
  covered	
  with	
  boards	
  or	
  planks	
  as	
  a	
  vault	
  lid,	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  
protect	
  the	
  burial	
  container.	
  	
  

Adult/Non-adult * Vault
Symmetric Measures

Crosstab

Railroad

	
   Count
pre

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

N of Valid Cases
post

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

Value

	
  
Vault
yes

Adult/Non-adult
Adult
N of Valid Cases

.

90

a

46

a
no

.

24

1057

63
27
a. No statistics are Non-adult
computed because Burial_container
is
a constant.

Total

87

Total
34
90

37

124

Adult/Non-adult * Vault

Chi-Square Tests
Table 6.15. Count of the presenceCrosstab
of a vault among adult andAsymp.
non-adult
Sig.burials.Exact Sig. (2(2-sided)
sided)
Value
df
Count
a

.004

Pearson Chi-Square
b

.000yes

Continuity Correction
Railroad

pre
Adult/Non-adult
Likelihood
Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Adult

.004

Non-adult

Total

Linear-by-Linear

Vault 1

.004

post
Adult/Non-adult
Association

Adult

N of Valid Cases

Non-adult 124

Total

.949

1no
5

Total1.000
7

12
.949

25

9

34

30

16

46

2

14

31

12

43

43

14

57

12

1
1

1.000

.949

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 10.15.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

Table 6.16. Count of the presence of a vault among adult and non-adult burials
cross-tabulated with pre- and post-railroad.
Results of the cross tabulation concluded that 70.5% of adult burials were in a
vault with 29% not in a vault. Of the non-adult burials, 70% of burials were in a vault and
30% not in a vault. Overall, 70% of burials were buried within a vault and 30% were not.
Statistical results for the presence of a vault were significant (p=.046) pre-railroad
and non-significant post-railroad (p=.304), indicating that vaults are statistically more
likely to be present pre-railroad (Table 6.16). The Pearson Chi-Square p value for the
presence of vaults post railroad is .304.

Ex

Cramer's V

.006

N of Valid Cases

.949

124

Adult/Non-adult * Vault_lid_only
	
  
Vault lid
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Crosstab

Count
Vault_lid_only
yes Measures
no
Symmetric
Adult/Non-adult
Railroad

Adult

7

Nominal byNon-adult
Nominal

pre

Total

Phi

18

25V
Cramer's

Total
27 Value

34
Approx. Sig.

72

90

.046

.294 124

.046

99

-.294

N of Valid Cases

46
Chi-Square Tests
post
Nominal
.304
Table
6.17. Nominal
Count ofbythe
presence Phi
of a vault lid only among.136
adult and non-adult
Asymp. Sig.
Exact Sig. (2burials.
Cramer's V
.136
.304 sided)
Value
df
(2-sided)
N oftoValid
Cases
57 vault. 20.5% of adult
Similar
a vault,
a vault lid is.005
the apresence of a1bottomless
Pearson
Chi-Square
.942
b

Continuity Correction

.000

1

1.000

Likelihood Ratio

.005

1

.942

burials
had a vault lid only. *20%
of non-adult burials had a vault lid only. Overall, 20%
Adult/Non-adult
Vault_lid_only
of burials consisted of a vault lid only.
Crosstab
Fisher's Exact Test

Count
Linear-by-Linear
Association

.005

1.000
1
Vault_lid_only

.942

N of Valid Cases
124
yes
no
Total
Railroad
(.0%) have expected
expected
prea. 0 cells
Adult/Non-adult
Adult count less than
7 5. The minimum
5
12 count is 6.85.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table
Non-adult
14
20
34
Total
post

Symmetric Measures 21

Adult/Non-adult

Nominal by Nominal
Total

Adult

25

0
Value

14
Approx.
Sig. 14

Phi Non-adult

1 .007

42

Cramer's V

1 .007

56

N of Valid Cases

46

.942 43
.942 57

124

Table 6.18. The presence of vault lid only in relation to age and pre- and postAdult/Non-adult * Vault_nails
railroad.
Statistical results for the presence of a vault lid only by age and railroad era
produced a non-significant result (p=.305). This is insignificant for the presence of a
vault only by age and railroad era.

Exact
sid

Railroad * Vault_lid_only
Value

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

df
a

Pearson Chi-Square Crosstab 29.390

1

.000

26.835
	
  

1

.000

Vault_lid_only
33.505

1

.000

b

Continuity Correction
	
   Count
Likelihood Ratio

yes

Fisher's Exact Test
Railroad
pre
Linear-by-Linear

no

N of Valid Cases
Total

92

Total

.000

21

26
29.113

47
1

1

58

59

22

10684

106

Associationpost

Exact Sig. (2sided)

.000

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9.7
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table
Chi-Square Tests

Table 6.19. Vault lid only with pre- and post-railroad.

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Symmetric
Value Measures
df
a

Pearson Chi-Square

29.390
b

Value
1

Exact Sig. (2sided)

Approx.
.000 Sig.

Continuity
Correction
Nominal by
Nominal

Phi

26.835

1 .527

.000.000

Likelihood Ratio

33.505
Cramer's
V

1 .527

.000.000

Fisher's
Exact
Test
N of Valid
Cases
Linear-by-Linear
Association

.000

106
29.113

1

.000

Railroad * Vault_nails

N of6.20.
ValidResults
Casesof vault lid only by railroad.
106
Table
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9.75.
b.Statistical
Computed
only for
table of a vault lid only was highly significant
analysis
for athe2x2
presence
(p=.000) indicating that burials
containing Measures
a vault lid only had a higher statistical
Symmetric

Value
Approx. Sig.
probability of occurring pre-railroad. Correlation results
showed a nominal-by-nominal
Nominal by Nominal
Phi
Phi and Cramer’s V of .000.
Cramer's V

.527

.000

.527

.000

N ofVault
Valid Cases
Brick

106

Railroad
Vault_nails
Only one*brick
vault was present within the cemetery. This is burial AA1 and is
possibly associated with an old structure. The statistical results were not significant.

E

Vault_nails
yes

no

Adult/Non-adult * Brick_vault
Adult/Non-adult

Adult

Total

29

3

32

Non-adult Crosstab66

24

90

95	
  

27

122

	
   Count
Total

93

Brick_vault
yesChi-Square
no Tests Total

Railroad
pre

Adult/Non-adult

Adult

Value
Non-adult
PearsonTotal
Chi-Square

a

4.096
b

12
12
Asymp. Sig.

df

34(2-sided) 34

1

46

.043
46

Continuity
Correction
post
Adult/Non-adult

Adult

3.154

0

1

14

.076
14

Likelihood Ratio

Non-adult
4.672

1

1

42

43
.031

56

57

Fisher's Total
Exact Test

1

Linear-by-Linear
Association

4.062

1

Exact Sig. (2sided)

Exact S
side

.049

.044

Chi-Square Tests

Table
6.21. Cross-tabulation of the presence
of a brick vault Asymp.
with age
and railroad.
Sig.
N of Valid Cases
122
Value

Railroad

df

(2-sided)

a

(.0%)
have expected count
less than 5. The minimum expected count is 7.08.
.
pre a. 0 cells
Pearson
Chi-Square

Shipping
crate
b. Computed
only for a 2x2 table

46

N of Valid Cases

post

b

.331
1
.565
Pearson Chi-Square
Symmetric Measures
Burial boxes that were commercially
made and imported into Berne through
c
.000
1
1.000
Continuity Correction

Value

Approx. Sig.

Likelihood
Ratio were generally buried
.569 in a shipping
1 crate. These
.450
transport such
as the train
crates served

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

.183

Fisher's Exact Test

.043

Cramer's
.183features with .043
the purpose of a vault and most
were V
placed in the grave
a lid placed over
Linear-by-Linear

.326

Association
N of Valid
Cases

122

1

.568

the top of the shipping crate. 15% of adult burials utilized a shipping crate as a burial
N of Valid Cases

57

Adult/Non-adult
* Shipping_crate
box.
19% of non-adult burials
utilized a shipping crate as a burial box. Overall, 18% of
burials exhibited a shipping crateCrosstab
as a burial box.
Count
Shipping_crate
yes
Adult/Non-adult

Adult
Non-adult

Total

no

Total

5

29

34

17

73

90

22

102

124

Table 6.22. Cross-tabulation of the presence of shipping crates among adult and
non-adult burials.

Pa

N of Valid Cases

57

Adult/Non-adult * Shipping_crate
Crosstab

	
   Count
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Shipping_crate

yes

Railroad
pre

Adult/Non-adult

Adult/Non-adult

Total

Adult

2

10

12

Non-adult

1

33

34

3

43

46

2

12

14

15

28

43

17
40
Chi-Square Tests

57

Total
post

no

Adult
Non-adult

Total

Asymp. Sig.
Exact Sig. (2Exact Sig. (1Value
df
(2-sided)
sided)
Table 6.23. Cross tabulation of the presence of shipping crates by age and railroad. sided)
a

8.598

Pearson Chi-Square

1

.003

b

7.195
1
.007
Analysis for shipping crates
within the cross
tabulation of
age and railroad was

Continuity Correction
Likelihood Ratio

9.503

1

.002

significant
pre-railroad
(p=.098) and not significant post-railroad (p=.143) indicating
Fisher's Exact
Test
.005 that
Linear-by-Linear

8.517

N of Valid Cases

106

1

.003

.004

theAssociation
presence of shipping crates not being present pre-railroad was statistically significant.
Results for the pre- nominal-by-nominal Phi resulted in a value of .244 and a significance
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 8.87.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

of .098 and a post nominal-by-nominal Phi value of -.194 and a significance of .143.
Symmetric Measures
Value
Nominal by Nominal

Phi
Cramer's V

N of Valid Cases

Approx. Sig.

-.285

.003

.285

.003

106

Railroad * Shipping_crate_with_slats
Table 6.24. Results showing significance of shipping crates post-railroad
Crosstab

Statistical analysis for the presence of shipping crates pre-railroad was significant

Count

Shipping_crate_with_slats
(p=.003), providing a statistical
probability that shipping crates would be present postyes

no

Total

railroad.
Tablepre
6.24 shows the correlation
results
and Cramer’s V.
Railroad
2
45 of Phi 47
post
Total

5

54

59

7

99

106

Chi-Square Tests
Value
a

.755

Pearson Chi-Square
b

Continuity Correction

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

df

.226

1

.385

1

.635

Exact Sig. (2sided)

Exact Sig. (1sided)

Linear-by-Linear
Association

.293

N of Valid Cases

124

1

.588

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 6.03.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

	
  
	
  
Shipping crate with slats Symmetric Measures

95
Value

Approx. Sig.

A shipping
crate with
that lacks a complete
Nominal
by Nominal
Phia slat is a shipping crate-.049
.586 bottom. The
.049with the age.586
presence of shipping cratesCramer's
with slatsVwas cross-tabulated
of burials. 8% of
N of Valid Cases

124

adult burials contained a shipping crate with slats.4% of non-adult burials contained a

Adult/Non-adult
* Shipping_crate_with_slats
shipping
crate with slats. Overall,
the presence of shipping crates with slats is evident in
only 5% of burials where age was Crosstab
identified.
Count
Shipping_crate_with_slats
yes
Adult/Non-adult

no

Total

Adult

3

31

34

Non-adult

4

86

90

7

117

124

Total

Chi-Square Tests

Table 6.25. Cross-tabulation of the presence of shipping crates
with slats among
Asymp. Sig.
Exact Sig. (2adult and non-adult burials.
(2-sided)
sided)
Value
df

Exact S
side

a

.888 Chi-Square for
1 the presence.346
Pearson
Chi-Square
Statistical
analysis for the Pearson
of shipping crates
b

Continuity Correction

.256

1

.613

Likelihood Ratio

.817

1

.366

with slats among adult and non-adult burials resulted in a p value of .346 and a nominalby-nominal
Phi value
Fisher's Exact
Testof .346, indicating that the presence of shipping crates with slats is .391
Linear-by-Linear
1
statistically
not significant among adult.881
and non-adult burials.
Association

N of Valid Cases

.348

124

a. 1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.92.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

N of Valid Cases

57

Adult/Non-adult * Shipping_crate_with_slats
Crosstab

	
   Count
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Shipping_crate_with_slats
yes

Railroad
pre

Adult/Non-adult

Adult/Non-adult

Total

Adult

1

11

12

Non-adult

1

33

34

2

44

46

Adult

2

12

14

Non-adult

3

40

43

5

52

57

Total
post

no

Total

Table 6.26. Cross-tabulation of the presence of shipping crates with slats among
adult and non-adult burials pre- and post-railroad.
Statistical analysis for the Pearson Chi-Square for the presence of shipping crates
with slats pre and post railroad were not significant (p=.385). Statistical analysis for the
presence of shipping crates with slats among adult and non-adult burials pre- and postrailroad were not significant for pre-railroad (p=.431) or post-railroad (p=.401) indicating
that the presence of shipping crates with slats is not statistically significant among adult
and non-adult burials pre- or post-railroad.
Glass
Glass observed within the archaeological record is attributed to the presence of a
viewing glass window. Viewing windows were used to view the dead. “Coffins and
caskets were not infrequently constructed with coffin lids employing sectional or
removable panels, often with glass plates or windows” (Davidson 2004:426). The
presence of glass plates can provide insight into the economic status of the burial or as a
temporal indicator of the burial construction. 35% of adult burials exhibited glass with
26% of non-adult burials exhibiting glass.

P

Value

Railroad
pre

Cramer's
c V

N of Valid Cases

	
  

Pearson Chi-Square

.

.537

124

46

N of Valid Cases

post

.055

.

Pearson Chi-Square

c

Adult/Non-adult
* Glass 57
N of Valid Cases
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c. No statistics are computedCrosstab
because Tool_box is a constant.

Count

Glass
yes

no

Adult/Non-adult

Symmetric
Measures12
Adult

Railroad

Non-adult

pre
Total

Nominal by Nominal

23
Phi

Total
22

34

Value
67

90

a

. 89

35

46

N of Valid Cases
post

124

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

.

a

Table 6.27.NCross
tabulation of the presence of glass among
adult and non-adult
of Valid Cases
57
burials.
a. No statistics are computed because Tool_box is a
constant.
Statistical analysis for the presence of glass among burials by age was not

significant
(p=.282) indicating
that there is no significant difference between the
Adult/Non-adult
* Glass
distribution of glass among adult and
non-adult burials.
Crosstab
Count
Glass
yes

Railroad
pre

Adult/Non-adult

Adult/Non-adult
Total

Total

Adult

0

12

12

Non-adult

3

31

34

3

43

46

Adult

10

4

14

Non-adult

20

23

43

30

27

57

Total
post

no

Table 6.28. Cross-tabulation of the presence of glass among adult and non-adult
burials pre- and post-railroad.

Railroad * Glass
Crosstab

	
   Count
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Glass
yes
Railroad

no

Total

pre

3

post

30

29
59
Chi-Square
Tests

33

73

Total

44

Value

47

a

24.124

Pearson Chi-Square

106
Asymp. Sig.

df

(2-sided)

1

Exact Sig. (2sided)

Exact Sig. (1sided)

.000

b

Table
6.29. Cross-tabulation
of the
presence of glass
among pre22.094
1
.000and post-railroad.
Continuity
Correction
Likelihood Ratio

27.385

1

.000

Statistical
analysis for the presence of glass among adult and non-adult burials
Fisher's
Exact Test
.000in
Linear-by-Linear

23.896

N of Valid Cases

106

1

.000

.000

relation
to pre- and post-railroad was not significant for pre-railroad (p=.287) or postAssociation
railroad (p=.105) indicating that the presence of glass was not statistically significant
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 14.63.
b. Computed
for a 2x2
tableduring the pre- and post-railroad time periods.
between
adult and only
non-adult
burials
Symmetric Measures
Value
Nominal by Nominal

Phi

Approx. Sig.

-.477

.000

.477

.000

Cramer's V
N of Valid Cases

106

Railroad * Buttons

Table 6.30. Significant results for the presence of glass among burials dating to post
railroad.
Crosstab
CountStatistical analysis for the presence of glass pre- and post-railroad was highly
Buttons

significant (p=.000) with yes
a nominal-by-nominal
Phi
resulted in a value of -.477 and an
no
Total
Railroad
pre
approx.
significance
of .000, 26
as well as a 20
Cramer’s V 46
value of .477 and an approx.
post

28

30

58

significance
of .000. Both of 54
these results50
are statistically
Total
104 significant and indicate that the
presence of glass among burials post-railroad is significant. The results are there was no
Chi-Square Tests

Asymp.
Sig.
Exactwindows
Sig. (2statistically significant association of the presence or absence
of viewing
glass
Value

among
adultChi-Square
and non-adult burials..699a
Pearson
b

(2-sided)

df

1

.403

Continuity Correction

.407

1

.523

Likelihood Ratio

.700

1

.403

Fisher's Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association

sided)

.435
.692

1

.405

Exact Sig. (1sided)

.262

yes
Adult/Non-adult

no

Total

Adult

21

13

34

Non-adult

53

37

90

50

124

Total

74

	
  
Brick
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Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Exact Sig. (2Value
df
(2-sided)
sided)
Brick and brick fragments were evident within the archaeological record.
Naomi
a

.085

Pearson Chi-Square

1

Exact Sig. (1
sided)

.771

b is a descendant of Christian C Lehman (Father of Peter C.
Lehman,
a local historian,
.007
1
.931
Continuity Correction

Likelihood
.085 and undertaker
1
.770
Lehman),
theRatio
first casket maker in Berne
for the First
Mennonite Church
Fisher's Exact Test

starting in 1866. According to Ms. Lehman, heavier caskets were generally more
Linear-by-Linear
Association

.084

N of Valid Cases

124

1

.839

.772

expensive. This was based on the assumption that a heavier casket implied better, more
expensive
materials
When
caskets
were
made,expected
bricks could
have
a. 0 cells
(.0%) and
haveconstruction.
expected count
lessthe
than
5. The
minimum
count
is 13.71.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

been placed on the bottom of the casket to make it heavier. This could be one reason for
Symmetric Measures

the presence of brick fragments within the archaeological
record.
Value
Approx.(Personal
Sig.
Nominal by Nominal
.026
.771 to be used to prop
Communication
March 19,Phi
2012). It was also not uncommon
for bricks
Cramer's V

.026

theNhead
up or keep remains in place.
of Valid Cases

124

.771

The 29% of adult burials
contained brick. 21% of non-adult burials contained
Adult/Non-adult
* Brick
brick. Overall, a total of 23% of
the burials contained brick.
Crosstab
Count
Brick
yes
Adult/Non-adult
Total

no

Total

Adult

10

24

34

Non-adult

19

71

90

29

95

124

Table 6.31. Cross-tabulation of the presence of brick among adult and non-adult
burials.
Statistical analysis for the presence of brick among burials by age was not
significant (p=.330). The analysis of the nominal-by-nominal Phi and Cramer’s V both

.46

Cramer's V

.037

N of Valid Cases
post

.800

46

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

.249

.060

Cramer's V

.249

.060

	
  
	
  
N of Valid Cases
57
resulted in a value of .087 and an approximate significance of .330. These results

100

Adult/Non-adult
Brickof brick among adult and non-adult burials is not
conclude
that the presence or* absence
significant.

Crosstab

Count
Brick
yes

Railroad
pre

Adult/Non-adult

Adult/Non-adult

Total

Adult

3

9

12

Non-adult

5

29

34

8

38

46

Adult

3

11

14

Non-adult

9

34

43

12

45

57

Total
post

no

Total

Table 6.32. Cross-tabulation of the presence and absence of brick among age and
railroad.
Statistical analysis for the presence of brick pre and post railroad was not
significant (p=.398) indicating that there is no temporal statistical significance for the
presence or absence of brick among burials. Statistical analysis for the Pearson ChiSquare for the presence of brick among adult and non-adult burials pre and post railroad
results in a p value of .419 for pre-railroad and a p value of .968 for post-railroad. The
analysis of the nominal-by-nominal Phi and Cramer’s V both resulted in an approximate
significance of .419 for pre-railroad and a .968 for post. All results indicating that the
presence of brick is non-significant.

Linear-by-Linear
Association

.309

N of Valid Cases

124

1

.578

a. 1 cells (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 3.84.

	
  
Fabric
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Symmetric Measures
Value

Approx. Sig.

Fabric was present within the archaeological record and was either associated

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

.261

.015

Cramer's
with the burial or the individual.
38% Vof adult burials .261
contained fabric..015
13% of non-adult
N of Valid Cases

124

burials contained fabric. This identification and collection of fabric in the field could is
dependent
on the level of preservation
present among the burials. Overall, 20% of burials
Adult/Non-adult
* Fabric
contained fabric.

Crosstab

Count
Fabric
yes
Adult/Non-adult
Total

no

Total

Adult

13

21

34

Non-adult

12

78

90

25

99

124

Table 6.33. Cross-tabulation of the presence and absence of fabric among adult and
non-adult burials.
Statistical analysis for the presence of fabric among burials by age was significant
(p=.002) indicating the probability that the presence or absence of fabric did not differ by
age of burial. The analysis of the nominal-by-nominal Phi and Cramer’s V both resulted
in a value of .227 and an approximate significance of .002, which is significant.

Adult/Non-adult * Fabric
Crosstab

	
   Count
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Fabric
yes

Railroad
pre

Adult/Non-adult

Adult/Non-adult

Total

Adult

5

7

12

Non-adult

7

27

34

12

34

46

Adult

8

6

14

Non-adult

5

38

43

13

44

57

Total
post

no

Total

Table 6.34. Cross-tabulation of the presence or absence of fabric among adult and
non-adult burials pre- and post-railroad.
Statistical analysis for the presence of fabric among adult and non-adult burials
pre and post railroad was not significant pre-railroad (p=.153) and significant postrailroad (p=.000). The analysis of the nominal-by-nominal Phi and Cramer’s V both
resulted in a value of .211 with an approximate significance of .153 for pre-railroad and a
value of .467 and an approximate significance of .000 for the presence or absence of
fabric post railroad. These results conclude that fabric was not significant by age but was
statistically significant post-railroad (Table 6.35).

Symmetric Measures
	
  

	
  

Value

Railroad
pre

103

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

.211

.153

Cramer's V

.211

.153

N of Valid Cases
post

Approx. Sig.

46

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

.467

.000

Cramer's V

.467

.000

N of Valid Cases

57

Table 6.35. Statistical significant results of the presence of absence of fabric
Adult/Non-adult * Wood
correlated with pre- and post-railroad.
Crosstab
Statistical analysis for the presence
of fabric pre- and post-railroad was not
Count

significant (p=.673). Results for nominal-by-nominal Phi and Cramer’s V values are .041
Wood

with
an approximate significance of .673, concluding
significant when
yes that fabric
no was not Total
Railroad
pre

Adult/Non-adult

age was excluded.
Buttons
post

Adult

12

12

Non-adult

34

34

46

46

Total
Adult/Non-adult

Adult

14

0

14

Non-adult
41
2 These buttons
43
Prosser buttons were present
within the archaeological
record.
are
Total

55

2

57

porcelain, decorated, and have a reliable date after 1840 (Sprague 2002:111). White glass
Chi-Square Tests

four hole buttons were also observed on the site34% of adult burials exhibited buttons
Asymp. Sig.

Value 47% ofdfburials exhibited
(2-sided)
Railroad
51%
of non-adult burials exhibited buttons. Overall,
buttons.
pre

.

Pearson Chi-Square

46

N of Valid Cases
post

c

d

.675

1

.411

.000

1

1.000

1.151

1

.283

Linear-by-Linear
Association

.663

1

.416

N of Valid Cases

57

Pearson Chi-Square
b

Continuity Correction
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's Exact Test

Adult/Non-adult * Buttons
Crosstab

	
   Count

	
  
Buttons
yes

Adult/Non-adult

Adult

no
11

Railroad

Total
pre

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

Total
21

Symmetric Measures

Non-adult

104

46

44

57

65

32
90

Value

Approx. Sig.

-.157

122

.287

Cramer's V

.287
Chi-Square.157
Tests
Table 6.36. N
Cross-tabulation
among adult
of Valid Cases of the presence and absence of buttons
46
Asymp.
Sig.
Exact Sig. (2and non-adult burials.
(2-sided)
sided)
Value
df
post
Nominal by Nominal
Phi
.215
.105
a
Statistical
analysis for the presence
buttons among
was
not
2.656of V
1 burials
.103
Pearson
Chi-Square
Cramer's
.215 by age
.105
b

N Correction
of Valid Cases
1 Phi57
Continuity
significant
(p=.103).The
analysis of the2.026
nominal-by-nominal
resulted .155
in a value of Likelihood Ratio
2.697
1
.101
.148
and an approximate significance
of .103, and Cramer’s V value of .148 with an
Adult/Non-adult
*
Buttons
Fisher's Exact Test

approximate
significance of .103.
Linear-by-Linear
Association

2.635
Crosstab

Count

N of Valid Cases

122

1

.148

.105

Buttons

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less
expected count is 14.95.
yesthan 5. The
no minimum
Total

Railroad
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table
pre

Adult/Non-adult

Adult
Non-adult

Total
post

Adult/Non-adult

Adult
Non-adult

Total

3

8

11

23

11

34

26

19

45

7

6

13

21

22

43

28

28

56

Table 6.37. The presence and absence of buttons among burials pre- and postrailroad.
Statistical analysis for the presence of buttons among adult and non-adult burials
pre- and post-railroad was significant pre-railroad (p=.018) and not significant postrailroad (p=.752) indicating that the probability of buttons being present within non-adult
burials before the railroad are statistically significant. The analysis of the nominal-by-

Exa
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nominal Phi and Cramer’s V both resulted in an approximate significance of .018 for prerailroad.
Symmetric Measures
Value

Railroad
pre

Nominal by Nominal

Phi
Cramer's V

-.351

.018

.351

.018

N of Valid Cases
post

Approx. Sig.

45

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

.042

.752

Cramer's V

.042

.752

N of Valid Cases

56

Adult/Non-adult * Burial_box
Table 6.38. Statistically significant results of buttons among age by pre- and postrailroad.
Crosstab
CountResults of the buttons cross-tabulated with the temporal time of pre- and postBurial_box

railroad were not significant (p=.403).The results of the nominal-by-nominal Phi and
yes

Railroad

no

Total

pre
12 results
Cramer’s
V Adult/Non-adult
consist of a value ofAdult
.082 and an approx.9significance3of .403. These
Non-adult

28

6

34

37

9

46

Adult

14

0

14

Non-adult

28

15

43

42

15

57

are not significant, indicating that the presence or absence of buttons by railroad is not
Total

statistically
significant.
post
Adult/Non-adult
Shells

Total

Mussel shells were present archaeologically within burials excavated. 21% of
adult burials contained shell. 18% of non-adult burials contained shell. Overall, shell was
observed in 19% of burials excavated.

Adult/Non-adult * Shell
Crosstab

	
   Count
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Shell

yes
Adult/Non-adult

no

Adult

7

27

Symmetric Measures

Non-adult

16

Railroad

Total

pre

Nominal by Nominal

34

74

90

Value

23

Phi

Total

Approx. Sig.

101

.119

124

.419

Cramer's V

.119Tests
.419
Chi-Square
Table 6.39. NCross
tabulation
of Valid
Cases of the presence or absence of shell
46 among adult and
Asymp. Sig.
Exact Sig. (2non-adult burials.
post
Nominal by Nominal
PhiValue
.005 (2-sided).968
sided)
df
a
Statistical
analysis for the presence
ofVshell among 1
burials
not
Cramer's
.005 by age was
.968
.129
.719
Pearson
Chi-Square
b

N of
Valid Cases
57
.010
1 Phi
Continuity
Correction
significant
(p=.719).
The analysis of the nominal-by-nominal
resulted in.920
an

Likelihood Ratio
.127
1
.722
approximate
significance of*.719.
These results are not significant and suggest that shells
Adult/Non-adult
Shell
Fisher's Exact Test
were not allocated among burials byCrosstab
age.
Linear-by-Linear
.128
1
.721
Association
Count
N of Valid Cases

124

.797

Shell

yes than 5. no
Totalexpected count is 6.31.
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less
The minimum
Railroad
pre

b. Computed only for a 2x2 table
Adult/Non-adult

Adult

2

10

12

Non-adult

3

31

34

5

41

46

4

10

14

11

32

43

15

42

57

Total
post

Adult/Non-adult

Adult
Non-adult

Total

Table 6.40. Presence and absence of Shell among burials pre- and post-railroad.
Statistical analysis for the presence of shell pre- and post-railroad was not
significant for pre-railroad (p=.453) or post-railroad (p=.825). Results for nominal-bynominal Phi and Cramer’s V values are .111 with an approximate significance of .453 for
pre-railroad and Phi and Cramer’s V values of .029 with an approximate significance of

E

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

post

16Cramer's43
V

Total

21

N of Valid Cases

59

85

-.082

.398

.082

.398

106

106

Chi-Square Tests

Railroad * Shell
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Asymp. Sig.
Exact Sig. (2.825 for post-railroad, indicating that
shell was notdfsignificant (2-sided)
when allocated between
Value
sided)
a

4.472
Crosstab

1

.034

Continuity Correction
Count

3.495

1

.062

Likelihood Ratio

4.710

1

.030

Pearson
Chi-Square
adult
and non-adult
burials.
b

Shell

Fisher's Exact Test

yes

Linear-by-Linear
Association
Railroad
pre

no

4.430

5

N of Valid Cases

106

post

16

Total

1

42

47

43

59

Exact Sig
sided

.049
.035

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9.31.
Total
21
85
106
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table
Symmetric Measures

Chi-Square Tests
Value

Nominal by Nominal

Phi

Value

Pearson Chi-Square

Cramer's V

4.472

N of Valid Cases

b

Continuity Correction

Asymp. Sig.
.034
(2-sided)

-.205df
a

3.495

Likelihood *Ratio
Railroad
Hardware

Approx. Sig.

4.710

.205
106

.034

1

Exact Sig. (
sided)

.034

1

.062

1

.030

Table 6.41. Statistically significant result of the presence of shell correlated with the
Fisher's Exact Test
temporal time of pre- and post-railroad.

.0

Linear-by-Linear
4.430
1
.035
Statistical analysis for the presence of shell pre- and post-railroad was significant
Association
(p=.034)
indicating
that the probability of shell
being present post-railroad is significant.
N of Valid
Cases
106

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9

Coffinb.
hardware
Computed only for a 2x2 table

Symmetric
Measures
Coffin hardware was evident
throughout
the archaeological assemblage as many
Approx.
Sig.
of the excavated graveshafts contained burial hardware. 82%Value
of adult burials
contained
Nominal by Nominal

Phi

-.205

.034

.205

.034

hardware. 84% of non-adult burials contained hardware. Overall, coffin hardware was

Cramer's V

observable within 84% of excavated burials.

N of Valid Cases

Railroad * Hardware

106

Adult/Non-adult * Hardware
Crosstab
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Hardware

yes
Adult/Non-adult

no

4

Adult

28

6

0

34

Non-adult

76

13

1

90

19

1

124

Symmetric 104
Measures

Total

Value

Railroad

Chi-Square
Tests
Nominal by Nominal
Phi

pre

Total

Approx. Sig.

.111

.453

Table 6.42. Cross tabulation of the
presence or absence.111
of
coffinSig.
hardware
among
Asymp.
Cramer's V
.453
adult and non-adult burials. ForValue
cultural value,
4 indicates the presence
df the number
(2-sided)
N of Valid Cases
46
of a lamb motif.
a
Pearson Chi-Square

post

.556

Nominal by Nominal

2

Phi

.029

.757

.825

Statistical
presence
adult.666
and non-adult
Likelihood
Ratioanalysis for the Cramer's
.814 Vof hardware
2 among
.029
.825

Linear-by-Linear
.000a nominal-by-nominal
1
.988Cramer’s value
of Valid
Cases(p=.757) with
57 Phi and
burials
wasNnot
significant
Association

N
of Valid
Cases
124of .757. These results indicate that the allocation
of
.067,
and an
approximate
significance
Adult/Non-adult
* Hardware
a. 2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The

of hardware
among
age was
notisstatistically
significant.
minimum
expected
count
.27. Crosstab
Count

Symmetric Measures
yes

Railroad

Nominal Adult/Non-adult
by Nominal
PhiAdult
pre
N of Valid
Cases
Total

41

Adult/Non-adult

no

11 .067
30 .067

Cramer's
V
Non-adult
post

Hardware

Value

Adult

124

14

52

Crosstab

Count

4

Total

1

.757

12

4

.757

34

5

Adult/Non-adult * Non-adult
Burial_container
38
Total

Approx. Sig.

46

0

0

14

4

1

43

4

1

57

Chi-Square Tests

Table 6.43. Cross-tabulation of the presence
and absence of hardware
Burial_container
Asymp. Sig.among adult
Value
df
(2-sided)
and
non-adult burials pre- and post-railroad.
Railroad
yes
no
Total
pre

Pearson Chi-Square

.108

c

1

.743

Statistical analysis
was not
Adult/Non-adult
Adultfor theb presence34of hardware 0pre- and post-railroad
34
Continuity Correction

Non-adult

.000

89

1

123

1

1

90

1.000

significant Likelihood
with pre-railroad
(p=.410).
The analysis
Ratio (p=.743) or post-railroad
.113
1
.736 of the
Total

Fisher's Exact Test

124

nominal-by-nominal Phi and Cramer’s V resulted in a value .109 with a significance of

post

Linear-by-Linear
Association

.105

N of Valid Cases

46

Pearson Chi-Square

1.784

d

1

.745

2

.410

Likelihood Ratio

2.972

2

.226

Linear-by-Linear
Association

1.291

1

.256

N of Valid Cases

57

	
  
	
  
.530 for both. Neither of these results is statistically significant, and indicates that
hardware was not significant on a temporal level.
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Chapter 7
Interpretation and Conclusion
Introduction
Thus far, this thesis has addressed literature within the framework of childhood
archaeology, social bioarchaeology, and children within a mortuary context. Historical
documentation provided insight into Mennonite religious and cultural identity with regard
to a historical view pertaining to children. A historical context of the Old Berne
Mennonite Cemetery has been provided along with information on church history and
newspaper articles associated with periods of previous exhumations. Statistical results
from statistical analysis conducted on the archaeological data have been presented and
their implications are further discussed within this final chapter. The purpose of this
chapter is to discuss the relevance of these topics in the advancement of understanding
Mennonite mortuary practices relating to children. The spatial distribution of burials,
questions posed within Chapter One, as well as sources on Mennonite cemeteries are all
introduced and discussed here. The mixed methods, such as the archaeological record,
forms of historical documentation, and statistical analysis, along with the multiple lines
of evidence utilized throughout this thesis, which consisted of using social age categories
and identity, are combined to further illustrate the validity of applying social
bioarchaeology to the analysis of the Old Berne Mennonite Cemetery.

	
  
First Mentions of Mennonite Burials
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During the voyage from Switzerland to America aboard the ship, Hahnemann,
five children died and were buried at sea; three of them were Swiss (Habegger and
Adams 2002:97). These individuals included Peter, the youngest son of Johannes and
Barbara (Lehman) Sprunger and Nikalaus and Elisabeth, children of Abraham and
Katharine (Zingg) Sprunger (Habegger and Adams 2002:97). This is interesting to note,
as the “Daughter of Abraham J. Sprunger” was listed as possibly being buried within the
cemetery, which is a contradiction to being buried at sea. An account of oral history and
family sources translated into a theatrical play for the 100th anniversary of Berne entitled,
A Time to Remember, presented the heritage and history of Berne. I was informed this
source was reliable, as it was based on historical documentation located in the Heritage
Room at the Berne Public Library. This account mentioned the ways in which children
were buried at sea. According to this source, Peter was “strapped to a board, attached to
an anchor and lowered into the sea” as was also done with other children (A Time to
Remember 1952:1).
Mortality Rates
Articles have been published on the subject of migrating Mennonite communities
and specifically on early childhood mortality and birth intervals in a migrating
community (George et. al 2000), and mortality in a migrating Mennonite church (Everson
et. al 1995). Both articles are based on data from Mennonite cemeteries and indicate that
the mortality rate among children was high until the late 1800s, which is consistent with
the overall high mortality rate of children during the 19th century.

	
  

	
  
Sources such as census records, genealogical records, and death and funeral
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records can provide insight into the mortality rate of individuals from Berne. Such
information, when compared to osteological analysis, can provide information on fertility
rates. One source on file at the Berne Public Library is the 1850 Indiana Mortality
Schedule for Adams County. This source contains information on the name, age, sex,
place of birth, and death of individuals that died in Adams County during this time.
Causes of death documented in the report for children include; cholera, inf. brain or inf.
head (injuries from delivery), lung fever, worms, and “accidental”.
Spatial Distribution
Once age was determined for all burials based on preliminary osteology, coffin
length, and field documentation, a map was created using the GIS (Geospatial
Information System) program, ArcGIS Version 10.0. This map (Figure 7.1) exhibits the
layout of the cemetery from the archaeological excavations of the Old Berne Mennonite
Cemetery. The purpose of this map is to provide a visual for discussion on the location of
what has been identified as non-adult rows in comparison to the location of adult rows
and to provide an overall map for discussion on individual graves’ attributes and
geographical relation to land features, such as roads. As mentioned in the literature
review, social bioarchaeology includes a social age, along with biological age. In order to
identify the spatial distribution of burials, it is necessary to incorporate both age
categories to observe a full picture of the layout of the cemetery.
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Figure 7.1. Cemetery Spatial Distribution by age categories.
As was mentioned within the discussion of baptism, the correlation of non-adult
burials located within adult rows exhibits the combination of biological and cultural age
categories. It is important to note that burials D2 and D4 were originally given an
undetermined age, however, based on a strong estimated age by coffin length and row
location, these burials were identified as adult burials (See Appendix A). Individual
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graves such as burials I3, G4, I11, and D5 provide examples of larger burials containing
human remains that have been osteologically assessed to be in the biological age category
of 0-20 years. However these individuals are located in rows that contain adult burials,
indicating these individuals were biologically non-adults yet culturally viewed as adults.
This type of evidence is the main example of how burial practices reflect identity and the
treatment of Mennonite children discussed in Chapter Three.
Sources on Mennonite Cemeteries
The literature available on studies of Mennonite cemeteries is limited, especially
when pertaining to archaeological studies. To my knowledge, the Old Berne Mennonite
Cemetery is unique, as it is the only Mennonite Cemetery fully excavated in the Midwest.
Though limited, when sources are present, a focus is placed upon the layout and spatial
distribution of features within unexcavated cemeteries or above-ground cemeteries. Three
main sources concerning Mennonite cemeteries are; Time Perspectivism as Applied to
Three Mennonite Cemeteries in York County, Nebraska by Tayrah Epp, Society and
Burial Among Swiss Mennonites by Gene Bergman, and Not a Stone Left Unturned: An
Interpretation of Amish Burial by Gary M. Unruh.
Epp (2010) studied three Mennonite Cemeteries in Nebraska utilized by
immigrant communities during the same time period as the Old Berne Cemetery. Of the
three studied, one is a family cemetery and two are associated with Mennonite churches.
As mentioned prior, this publication focuses on the headstone type across time with
emphasis on decorative motifs (Epp 2010) and provides information on the use of
language among Mennonites in Nebraska based on inscription on headstones. It is noted
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that, as early as 1874, English was used on headstones. Mennonites in this study were of
German descent and kept their Mennonite identities once in America. As discussed
within Chapter Three, preservation of language preserved identity; however, Epp
mentions that they had to learn English to deal with non-Mennonite neighbors since they
were not as self-sufficient as they had been in Europe. This is interesting to note when
compared to the Mennonites of Berne who preserved their original language within a
more isolated setting based on self-sufficiency.
Bergman (1968) addressed Mennonite Swiss burial practices by studying
Mennonite cemeteries in a setting where the church acted as the religious, social, and
political organization of the community (Bergman 1968:4). Immigrants from the two
cemeteries utilized by the Eden and Hopefield Churches originally came from the Canton
Bern in Switzerland to the United States in 1874, where they settled near Moundridge,
Kansas. Upon arrival this community did not have a cemetery; the first deaths were those
of children who had to be carried a few miles to a cemetery that already existed outside
of their town. The author noted that the first worship service was that of a funeral service.
It is also noted that a young man and a small child died. Since the town did not have a
cemetery laid out yet, they had to create one on land that was donated for the church and
school by lot. In this study, the two churches shared one cemetery until the increase in
size mandated a separation.
Bergman discusses ‘age-grading’ within the cemeteries, which is relevant to the
study of the Old Berne Cemetery. In the two cemeteries, “the placement of burial for
children is clearly defined in both cemeteries as being separated from the adults”
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(Bergman 1986:14). Children were buried in rows that alternated with adults with the few
exceptions being children buried at the end of an adult row that had empty space to be
filled. The Eden cemetery was slightly different in that a path separated the children on
one side of the cemetery and the adults on the other.
It is important to note that the age of these individuals can be correlated with the
cultural factor of baptism, since “Mennonite families, by their understanding of Scripture,
considered their offspring in a saved condition but not as members of the church”
(Redekop 1989:159). In terms of age, the oldest child observed in a child row was nine
years old. The youngest child found in an adult row was eleven years old, with a number
of children in adult rows being in their early teens. The author notes that when
interviews were conducted with locals, most people were under the impression that the
children’s area was used until the child was baptized, but then goes on to say that the age
of baptism occurred at fifteen to sixteen years of age. Others believed that it had to do
with the smaller size of graves not lining up with the larger size of graves. These are just
observations. If the age of baptism for the Eden and Hopefield communities was fifteen
to sixteen years, a justification can be made for the spatial distribution of the Old Berne
Cemetery. Bergman also noted that a unanimous opinion was that “children several
generations back had much less status than do children presently” which could
correspond to their position in the cemetery and their position of not being accepted as
adults until around the time of marriage (Bergman 1986:15).
Chronological order was also observed in the burial practices of these cemeteries,
which is consistent with chronological burials observed within the Old Berne Cemetery.
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In these cemeteries there were few instances of family burial plots, which would have
contradicted the societies’ view of chronological burial order (Bergman 1968:4).
According to the author, “when the individual dies, he is buried next to the last person
buried unless that space is to be reserved for a living spouse” (Bergman 1986:13). In the
case that this occurred, the deceased was buried one space over, next to the empty space.
This type of information is not observable within the Old Berne cemetery since no
headstones were present indicating the name of the individuals and the cemetery was
used to its full potential.
It is of interest to note that the author mentions changes that these two churches
experienced due to being assimilated into the surrounding communities. According to the
author, the church services consisted of songs, sermons, prayers, and testimonies and that
it took only three years for the churches to start a Sunday school, largely because of the
influence of the local Baptist Church. Other changes attributed to this assimilation were
debates such as; the hook and eye replacing buttons, the acceptance of beards, and the
church’s involvement in children’s education (Bergman 1986:22).
Unruh addresses the topic of an Amish Burial and two Amish cemeteries in terms
of kinship structure. Within the Yoder Cemetery, children are separated from adults in
rows I-III with the age cut off being below 12 years of age. Unruh attributes this
observation to children not being considered an essential part of the kinship network and
that therefore, they are not held responsible to the same social obligations as adults
(Unruh 1968:6). Children were buried chronologically. Only married couples were
buried together, and only baptized members could take on the responsibility of marriage.

	
  
	
  
According to the author, “taking on responsible status in the kinship system is
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symbolized, among other things, by baptism” (Unruh 1968:6). Once again, this is
pertinent to the study of the Old Berne cemetery when discussing baptism and the spatial
distribution of children. The second cemetery presented by Unruh, the Partridge
Cemetery, is unique in that it supported evidence of children being buried with their
family, with child burials occurring chronologically in only seven places. However, this
cemetery was utilized through a later date than the Old Berne Cemetery, with six starting
between 1880 and 1900 and twelve rows starting in 1920. Children were also noted to be
buried with their grandparents or cousins (Unruh 1968:8).
Habegger and Adams (2002) discussed the mentality of the “practical minded
Swiss” from Canton Bern stating that they did not generally consider burial grounds as
consecrated. It is mentioned that it was not uncommon for a plot filled with graves to
have the burial markers removed and the land reused for farming purposes. The
importance of this was noted stating, in regards to the Old Berne Cemetery, “it is not
surprising that when the first church building was no longer needed, the ground was sold
and subsequently a gas station was erected” (Habegger and Adams 2002:100).
As mentioned in Chapter Four, the Old Berne Cemetery did not have family plots,
which is consistent with thee studies in terms of spatial distribution. For the purposes of
this study, Amish and Mennonite burial practices did not diverge during the mid- to latenineteenth-century. Amish cemeteries traditionally were arranged according to the
sequence of death rather than within family plots (Lehman 2001). Recently some spaces
are reserved for spouses to be buried side by side. In terms of gravemarkers, wooden

	
  
	
  
stakes were used with the initials of the deceased carved on them (Lehman 2001).
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According to Moser (2002), when the M.R.E. Cemetery was created, the Mennonite
church wanted the different denominations to be separate in terms of spatial distribution,
as well as separate from the non-believers.
Discussion of Statistical Results
As stated in Chapter Six, the purpose of incorporating statistical analysis in this
research was to assess the statistical probability of what is reflected in the archaeological
record. Based on statistical results, a series of observations were conducted and are
discussed here. The results presented in the previous chapter consist of three sections: the
first being the independent variables of age correlated with the dependant variables of the
artifacts and their presence or absence, the second being the significance of artifacts in
relation to the temporal time of pre- or post-railroad, and the third being the combination
of the presence and absence of artifacts in relation to age, pre- and post-railroad. For the
purpose of a discussion, the significant results and the non-significant results and how
they provide insight into Mennonite mortuary practices are discussed.
Age as Independent Variable- Non-Significant Results
Non-significant results are those that exhibit no statistical correlation between the
independent variable (age or railroad) and the dependant variable (artifacts). The nonsignificant variables indicate that, based on a random probability, there were no
differences observed between the mortuary practices pertaining to adults and non-adults
and the allocation of artifacts within the different age categories. These dependant
variables include the presence of glass associated with viewing-glass plates, fabric, brick,
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buttons, coffin hardware, and shell. These results suggest that children and adults were
buried within this pattern, in the same manner, or at least no statistical difference can be
observed. The use of glass viewing windows used on coffins in North America during the
middle of the 19th century (Bell 1990:58) reflects the concept that individuals were
viewed as sleeping (Mytum 2004:37). Viewing-glass plates were not allocated more
among adults or among children, which shows that all individuals were buried following
this mortuary practice.
Even though the correlation of shell and age is not statistically significant, it is
significant within the cemetery as an indicator of religious ideology and religious
practice. Mussel shells are not indigenous to the Berne area, and the inclusion of shells in
burials was unexpected. Therefore, the presence of shells in burials implies a purposeful
intent both in the action of importing shell from another region, and including shell in
burials. Based on the finding of shell in burials, additional research was conducted, and
articles on shells present in cemeteries within Adams County were discovered on file at
the Berne public library.
These articles discussed the reason for shell within mortuary practices of the area.
Shells can have a variety of symbolic meaning for those commemorating or
memorializing the deceased. The use of shell was attributed to be a symbol of Christian
burial with the empty shell representing a grave containing a body without a soul. Shells
were also noted to have a connection with baptism and the pilgrimage to resurrection
(Langham 2001). Langham noted a grave description that said, “The sea brought us, the
sea shall take us back. So the shells upon our graves stand for water, the means of glory,
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and the land of demise” (Langham 2008). Oral tradition is that, in the Berne Cemetery,
shells were placed around the outside of the coffin (Naomi Lehman, personal
communication, March 19, 2012).
As mentioned in Chapter Six, 18% of child burials contained shell. Though this is
not a final figure since burials previously exhumed could have contained shell, it could
suggest an association with baptism. Also mentioned in Chapter Six was the introduction
of Prosser buttons. These buttons were common in North American starting in the 1840s
and some archaeological studies have discussed buttons being buried among child burials
(Connolly et al. 2010).
Age as Independent Variable- Significant Results
Significant results are those that exhibit a statistical correlation between the
independent variable (age) and the dependent variable (artifacts). The significant
dependent variables that correlated with age include the presence of coffins. Some
differences were observed within the burial practices pertaining to children versus that of
adults. The first difference was the use of coffins versus the use of caskets. Though the
specific age of infants cannot be included within the age category based solely on adult
and non-adult determination, infant burials appear to be the cause for the higher
percentage of caskets seen in non-adult burials, based on field records and photographs
which indicate that caskets were typically small in size and length. Coffins were the
most common form of burial box utilized and appeared to be present for both adult
burials and larger (presumably non-infant) non-adult burials.

	
  

	
  
Coffin length analysis, also mentioned in Chapter Six, proved successful in
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estimating age of individual based on length. The estimated ages (Appendix A) provided
evidence for non-adults being buried in adult rows. These non-adults were most likely
similar in size to adults. The estimations also provided ages when no other avenue was
successful, such as the presence of bone or location of burial.
Railroad as Independent Variable- Significant Results
Significant results are those that exhibit a statistical correlation between the
independent variable (railroad) with the dependent variable (artifacts). The dependent
variables that had a significant correlation pre-railroad include vaults, vault lids, and the
presence of buttons among non-adult burials. The dependent variables that were
significant post-railroad include shipping crates, the presence of glass, exhumed burials,
the presence of a burial box (coffin or casket), the presence of fabric, and the presence of
shell.
These results correlate, statistically and archaeologically, with the burial date
ranges of the interments and the burial containers within the cemetery. Vaults in the
cemetery date between the 1870s through the 1890s, which is consistent with the arrival
of the railroad in the early 1870s. Shipping crates date to the 1880s. Out of the burials
identified post-railroad (Table 6.24) 30% of burials had a shipping crate with 26% of
them being non-adults.
By using the arrival of the railroad as a temporal marker, one can observe the
participation in consuming mass produced items for mortuary use. It was evident within
this analysis that the railroad had a statistical and archaeological impact on the people of
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Berne in regards to the cemetery. Shells were statistically significant with being present
post-railroad, which may indicate that the presence of the railroad made it easier to obtain
shell. This result also shows that people were utilizing the railroad to obtain resources for
religious purposes.
The statistical results correspond with the dates of previous exhumations
conducted in the early 1900s, as discussed in Chapter Four, showing that exhumations
were significant after the arrival of the railroad as a temporal indicator. The presence of
bone correlated with exhumations. If burials were previously exhumed then there is a
high probability that bone would not be present. Results also concluded that the presence
of a burial box, meaning coffin or casket, was significant post-railroad, however, no
statistical significance was observed between the presence of burials pre or post railroad
among adults and non-adults. In terms of dating non-adult burials, Davidson (2004) notes
that the temporally rectangular burial boxes do not seem to be applicable with addressing
children or infant burials (Davidson 2004:399). This result suggests that age was not a
factor in determining whom to exhume.
In terms of the possible views on the process of exhuming individuals, Mennonite
religion follows the Christian ideal that once a person is dead, their soul leaves the body
and rises to heaven. It is difficult to say definitively whether or not the people of Berne
had a collective philosophical view on bodies being relocated. Some burials were moved
and some were not. There are too many variables that could have affected these actions to
address within the given space of this thesis, such as cost, ability, knowledge of the need,
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people possibly moving away, etc. It is, however, known that families were responsible
for paying to have the burials exhumed.
One explanation providing insight on previous exhumations accounts for the
variable of time within generational gaps and who was still living with connections to the
deceased. This was evident when observing the spatial distribution of dates within the
cemetery (Smith 2011). Older burials were not moved as frequently as newer burials in
terms of burial date ranges. This could have to do with connections of living individuals
to the deceased.
The presence of fabric was also significant for being present post-railroad, which
means that more fabric was observed in burials that dated after 1871. Most likely this is a
result of preservation issues with older burials being less likely to have preserved fabric.
Coffin Hardware
The difference between the two cemeteries discussed in Bergman (1986) and the
Old Berne cemetery is the presence of “tombstones”. These tombstones expressed age in
symbolism by expressing the “subordinate role of children within society” (Bergman
1986:14). Children’s tombstones were smaller than those of the adults. Most importantly,
the symbolism of purity and innocence of the child was observed. This type of
symbolism was observed within the Old Berne Cemetery when studying symbolism in
coffin hardware of children’s burials. Therefore, coffin hardware is discussed here in
terms of symbolism.

	
  

	
  
Coffin hardware, for the purpose of the thesis, was only correlated with the
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presence and absence of hardware among burials and not the number of individual pieces
per burial or the elaborateness of the hardware. A study on the coffin hardware at the site
would be a thesis in itself. A brief discussion of hardware is provided within the context
of non-adult individual burials that exhibit symbolism of children. Given the parameter
of this study, symbolism among the non-adult burials is the only decoration addressed.
McKillop (1995) identified ways to assign age of non-adult burials based on coffin
hardware. Proposed further research could incorporate this technique.
Various archaeological reports on cemetery excavations have noted children
being buried with motifs that express innocence, such as a lamb (McKillop 1995;
Davidson 2004; Epp 2010; Bell 1990; Little 1992; Baxter 2005; and Keister 2004).
Symbolism within the Old Berne Cemetery was reflected in the analysis of coffin
hardware. McKillop (1995) identified motifs such as the star, scallop, lamb, and desk pull
within her study on the St. Thomas Anglican Churchyard. Motifs observed within the
Berne Cemetery were the lamb, crosses, and “Our Darling” engraved on plates that
would have been attached to the coffin lid. Davidson (2004) notes that the inscription of
“Our Darling” was used specifically for children (Davidson 2004:422). Burials such as,
E1, E6, F8, H2, E9.5, C2, C6, and F4 exhibit these motifs. The symbol of the lamb
usually marks the graves of children and particularly infants as an expression of
innocence (Keister 2004:74). It is also one of the most frequently used Christian symbols
within a mortuary context indicating the lamb of God as depicted in John 1:29 “Behold
the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world” (Keister 2004:74).
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In general, infants appear to be interred in a simpler manner than adults (Smith,

Personal communication). However, cases exist within the archaeological record where
young children were buried with ornate hardware. For example, B3, C2, and C6 were all
cases where hardware was ornate. Single lug swingbail handles were observed at Berne
and date from the 1850s on. This type of handle is most commonly found with children
and consists of a single lug and a bail. Davidson (2004) notes that “lamb” handles were
designed for children from the 1850s to the 1950s (Davidson 2004:410). Other cultural
indicators of the treatment of children were evident within burial I11, which had adult
handles for a non-adult burial (possibly considered adult culturally), and the burials of
F11.5 and F11.75. These two burials were children that had been buried together in the
same shaft but in separate coffins laid side by side.
According to Bell (1990) decorative coffin hardware is a small but definite
embodiment of the beautification of death, which indicates that people of Berne
participated within the cultural phenomenon taking place in the 19th century (Bell 1990:
71). Mass-produced coffin hardware is most commonly observed in the excavation or
relocation of a historic cemetery dating from ca. 1850 (Springate 1998). Due to the
expanding capitalist market, more families were able to participate within mortuary
rituals associated with coffin hardware (Mytum 2004), which was further facilitated by
access through the railroad.
Mennonite Burial Practices During the 19th Century
The views that Mennonites have had on the concept of death and the response to
dying have been influenced by their faith as Mennonites, and by their surrounding
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society. Since the late 1600s, as seen in Chapter Three, Mennonites experienced death on
a large scale during the persecutions of the Reformation. In general, as the Protestant
churches became more accepted by society in Europe and North America, “differences in
practices related to death diminished in relation to the culture” (Metzler 1989).
Dating back to their European ancestry, Mennonites typically buried their dead in
accordance with local custom and in common cemeteries, though there have been
isolated cases (See Christian 1988). When Mennonites were denied the right to use the
communal burial ground within the community, they began to start their own burial
grounds. It has been noted that when they did bury individuals within common burial
grounds, the preachers who conducted the sermons “thanked the authorities for the
privilege of using the cemetery” (Christian 1989). In 1694, the council of Bern concluded
that they could not deny Mennonites access to the burying grounds but that burials should
be conducted without a funeral procession. One year later, the council stated that,
“Mennonites as excommunicated persons shall not be buried in a churchyard or other
customary burying ground” (Christian 1989). In Switzerland, some Anabaptists were
buried in places reserved for criminals and non-Christians. It is interesting to note that the
unbaptized deceased children of Mennonites were sometimes buried separately or in
different sections of common cemeteries (Christian 1989).
Some Mennonite burial practices that have been noted in literature include the
presence of shrouds, keeping caskets outside the church building, and conducting a wake
(Metzler 1989). Within the archaeological record at the Old Berne Mennonite Cemetery,
no shroud pins were recovered, however, wakes were performed and caskets were kept
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outside of the main church building, as mentioned in Chapter Four. Customs associated
with early American Amish burials include; the use of wooden coffins, the absence of
embalming, and uniform and simple hand-cut limestone or concrete markers (Christian
1989). This is an interesting point since “blocks” of limestone were recovered during
excavations of the Berne Cemetery.
In speaking with Julia Beitler Liechty, “watches” were conducted during viewings
in the home. One person would sit with the body so the deceased was never alone. Then a
funeral would take place in the church. Julia remembers German hymns being sung
during funerals (Personal communication March 19, 2012). Watches ended after funeral
homes started. The first funeral home in Berne was the Yaegers Funeral Home. In terms
of child funerals, Mrs. Liechty did not recall any funerals for children (Personal
Communication March 19, 2012).
It appeared that death went from being tangible to being something taken care of
by outsiders, as a form of commercialization. A radical change in how Mennonites
interacted with death is most recognizable in the mid 20th century when most deaths
started occurring at hospitals or nursing homes, instead of at home with family members
present. “Mennonites seem to be generally unaware of the radical change in their attitude
toward death as a result of changing practices” (Metzler 1989). This type of setting
removes the living from the dead. The former practices provided the families in the
community with a familiarity with death. During this time, there was a “certain fear or
revulsion associated with a dead body” (Metzler, 1989).
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“The nineteenth century is the era of mourning which the psychologist of today

call hysterical mourning” (Aries 1974:67). This exaggeration of mourning is a significant
change. From the 13th to 18th centuries, mourning was fixed by social conventions as a
way of controlling the ways in which people mourned and dealt with death. However in
the 1800s, the ways society experienced death reverted back to the early Middle Ages
with people being excessive and spontaneous in demonstration. According to Aries, this
change in mourning showed that survivors were accepting the death of others with more
difficulty than before, more specifically, “death which is feared is no longer so much the
death of the self as the death of another, la mort de toi, thy death” (Aries 1974:68). Until
the 20th century, Mennonite families and church communities were responsible with
taking care of everything associated with death. As late as the 1890s, local furniture
makers were producing coffins for local communities throughout the country (Connolly
et all 2010; Bromberg and Shephard 2006), which was how the Berne cemetery obtained
coffins However with the invention of chemicals and techniques in the process of
embalming, a profession of undertaking evolved in the early 1900s.
Mennonite patterns for the handling of the physical remains of the deceased also
reflect wider cultural practices in responses to laws or historic settings, as with the
Indiana 1892 State Rule. The most common Mennonite burial forms, worldwide,
articulate the kin group or family, town or community of residence, and congregational
affiliation (Christian 1988). “It seems that the modern attitude toward death, that is to say
the interdiction of death in order to preserve happiness, was born in the United States
around the beginning of the twentieth century” possibly influencing views expressed in
newspaper articles (Aries 1974:94).
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Based on previous studies of Mennonite cemeteries, the Old Berne Mennonite

cemetery exhibited Mennonite-specific attributes of mortuary behavior, such as with the
sources discussed. On the other hand, evidence for the participation in broader mortuary
practices was observed as well. As mentioned in Chapter Four, the railroad came to
Berne in 1871. The temporal time period of the railroad provided evidence of Mennonites
utilizing access to mass-produced burial goods. During the 19th century, attitudes toward
death saw a profound change with the rise of urbanization, industrial capitalism, and
consumerism (LeeDecker 2009). Cultural changes occurred not only in the attitudes and
ideology on death, but in material cultural associated with death. This change in mindset
became known as the ‘Beautification of Death’ or the ‘Cult of Death’ (LeeDecker 2009).
Since the Old Berne Mennonite Cemetery was in use during this time period, it should be
possible to observe whether or not the people of Berne were participating in the
movement. The purpose of using the temporal period of the railroad was to see if it is
possible to observe changes in burial practices after access to outside resources produced
within the larger North American population. The presence of the railroad created new
opportunities for access to outside resources, as well as providing members of the
community the ability to observe and participate in Victorian culture that was currently
underway in America during the 19th century.
Many archaeological studies on historic cemeteries, such as churchyards, have
focused on the reflection of religious ideology within burial practices (Bromberg and
Shephard 2006; Sayer 2011; Davidson 2011). As seen in Chapter Three, religion played a
large role in creating identity and rules of Mennonite society. Mennonite religion was
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reflected within cultural values, such as the use of shell among burials, orientation of
graves, and the spatial distribution of children separate from adults based on baptism.
More studies on Mennonite cemeteries would need to be completed in order to
identify a specific Anabaptist Mennonite standard for burial practices or a mortuary
framework. However, research on the Old Berne Mennonite cemetery identified patterns
of mortuary practice that correlated with the limited literature on Mennonite cemeteries in
terms of spatial distribution with children being separate from adults, with the cultural
age of baptism being a factor. The uniqueness of the Old Berne Cemetery being
archaeologically excavated provided insight on below-ground burial practices. These
included the type of burial techniques and burial containers utilized, the dates of the
interments, the presence and type of personal adornment and clothing, and religious
symbolism associated with Christ and children.
Proposed Future Research
Given the limited parameters of this thesis, much more can be done to study the
Old Berne Mennonite Cemetery. Limitations with the dataset size must be noted. The
first addition to this research would be to compare results within this thesis to the
completed osteological results when the archaeological report is published. It would be
extremely beneficial to have more specific age data to obtain information on the cultural
ages, such as the use of baptism age within the cemetery. More detailed osteological
results can also confirm the validity of using coffin length for age estimation. More indepth study on coffin hardware possibly with price index based on hardware catalogues,
such as with Davidson (2004), could be beneficial towards understanding the different
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types of hardware utilized within the cemetery, their dates, and when and where they
were obtained. Quantifying elaborateness based on presence or absence when a burial
box is present is another type of further research that can be conducted on the coffin
hardware. It could also prove beneficial to utilize the approach taken by McKillop (1995)
to confirm age from the number of coffin handles present within child burials.
Conclusion
Overall, this thesis proves that the multiple lines of evidence through historic
material culture and the archeological record can provide insight into mid to late
nineteenth century Mennonite burial practices of children. Knowledge can be gained on
the historic Mennonite mortuary practices related to children through the framework of
childhood archaeology and more specifically, social bioarcaheology, within the Old
Berne Mennonite Cemetery. By understanding Mennonite society and Mennonite religion
from a historical context, it is possible to observe the reflection of Mennonite identity
within burial practices from the 19th Century in Berne, Indiana, through the
archaeological record, such as a reflection of identity through the spatial distribution of
burials and symbolism of children within coffin hardware.
This thesis contributes on many levels. First it provides an example of how
studying children within archaeology through a social bioarchaeological approach can be
to be beneficial for using not only biological age assessments, but also cultural age
categories. Second, the history of Mennonite religion provides evidence for the
importance of the topic of baptism and children within society and ultimately, within a
cemetery. This research adds to the historical record of Berne through the study of the
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Old Berne Mennonite Cemetery and to the understanding of Mennonite children and
childhood. The purpose of this thesis is to contribute to the understanding of Mennonite
burials practices pertaining to children within the archaeology of Mennonite cemeteries
through the approach of the social bioarchaeology of childhood.
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Appendix A. Estimated Age based on Coffin Length
Age based on Coffin Length
Binary Logistics Regression Model Results
Burial ID
E-3
H-1
H-16
J-1
G-14
A-1
E-16
F-2
F-3
F-15
H-4
H-5
H-12
H-14
D-3
D-4
G-1
G-17
I-6
I-7
I-8
D-7
E-2
C-6
E-9.5
E-12
E-14
E-15
E-17
E-18
E-19
E-22
F-11
F-11.5
F-11.75
F-12
F-13.5
F-14
F-16
G-16
H-6
H-8
H-9
H-10
H-11
H-13
H-15
E-21

Age
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

Predicted Age
3.46
3.97
1.88
3.05
-0.32
2.69
4.02
4.33
4.17
3.31
3.26
4.38
1.78
4.38
-2.81
-2.81
-1.23
0.25
-2.3
-2.3
2.85
-0.77
1.32
2.8
4.33
3.31
3.41
3.66
6.42
4.84
2.9
3.61
3.41
4.58
1.88
2.59
3.71
4.33
4.84
-0.47
1.52
2.03
3.77
2.54
1.93
3.31
0.55
-1.54
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Age based on Coffin Length
Binary Logistics Regression Model Results
E-23
G-7
G-10
G-11
G-12
G-19
I-2
C-7
E-8
E-10
E-13
F-5
F-9
F-13
G-15
H-7
H-15.5
G-6
G-6.5
G-18
I-1
G-9
E-7
E-9
F-17
G-13
Z-3
C-5
E-4
F-10
H-3
B-2
B-3
C-1
C-2
D-5
E-1
E-5
E-6
G-4
J-8
J-9
J-4
J-10
I-3
I-11
J-6
B-1
D-1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

-0.83
-2.05
-1.18
-0.26
-1.54
2.39
-2.92
2.95
2.49
4.33
4.79
3.61
4.33
4.12
4.79
4.43
2.9
-1.54
-0.62
0.25
-2.51

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

2.9
6.83
1.57
-1.13
3.41
1.27
3.82
3.46
3.51
1.01
1.27
2.49
2.75
-2.2
3.2
4.12
2.44
-1.03
3.1
3.66
4.84
2.29
-1.54
0.25
4.05
-0.42
-1.28
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Age based on Coffin Length
Binary Logistics Regression Model Results
G-2
G-3
G-5
I-9
I-4
I-5
I-12
I-10
K-1
K-2
D-6
E-11
F-4
F-7
F-8
H-2
J-3
J-7
C-3
C-4
F-1
F-6
J-2
J-5
J-6.5
J-11
AA-1
Z-1
Z-2
D-2
I-13
D-8

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

-0.98
-0.57
-2.05
-2.3
0.25
4.02
-2.35
-1.03
-0.67
-1.44
-2.05
3.97
3.74
4.43
2.29
3.41
4.43
3.87
2.29
5.35
4.53
4.38
2.44
3.71
3.05
2.08
-0.52
3.77
4.89
-1.74
-1.03
-3.07

